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ABSTRACT
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F REWORD
4

.Highway traffic scitety education has been a vital Concern oi the%Ameiican people since the
development of powered vehicrel to transport persons and materials. The Traffic and Motor
Vehicle Act and the Highway Safety Act of 1960 were landmarks in establishing the role of
government in instituting education programs deiigned to reduce the number of injuries ancl
deaths ori our highways.

The State Boarci of Education has long recognized the importance of responsible, cogent
education for those individuals entering our highly tOmplex transportation system. The Ohio,
Departmeht of Education, Division of School Finance, Driver Education Section, .has the
primary responsibility of administering a state subsidy for all approved driver education pro-
grams meeting state minimum standards and, through the use of funds provided by tbe
National Highway Traffic Safety Admirtistration, intensifying the effectiveness,of the traffic
safety -education' effort.

Among those for,whom quality driver education is extremely important are the handicapped
those who have mental, visual, hearing, or physical disabilities which can cause them to
have special ed'ucation needs. Administrators anc. teaching staffs must be .adequately pre-..

pared to.meet these needs,
.

The purpose of this guide is to help the dMier education instructor prepare to teach handi-
capped students who e.nter the driver education program. On the assurription that driver
education goali and outcomes for the handicapped are essentially the .same as for nrn-
handicapped students, this guide focuses on tl) acquainting the instructor with special
characteristics, capacities, and needs of the handicapped student population and (2) pro-
viding resources, information, and ideas for meeting those special needs. The ultimate goal
is to help handicapped students, like their .nonhandicapped counterparts, to become safe,
responsible drivers.
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PREFACE
The Ohio Vtaffic Safety Education Center (OTSEC), a pro*ct of the.National center for
Research in Vocational Education at The Ohio Statg University, is funded by the Ohio be-
Partment of Education, Division of School Finance, Driver Education Section. OTSEC was
organized to provide assistance to the citivns anitstate departments of Ohio in five basic
functional. ateas: research, development, services, education, and dissemination. These
areas to a large extent parallel the functional areas of the Nkonal Cpnter.

4, Within the five areas,, driver and traffic Safety education projects at..OTtEC have been broad
in scppe. They have inOuded such activities, as developing driver eduotion curricula for use
in public schools, publishing I tr'affic safety newsletter for, distribution throughout the state,
developing a driver edUcation information booklet for locs'al school bo,arcli, compiling tech-
nicaj research*papers, organizfing and oRerating a driver and traffic safety inforination cep*,
conducting workshops in motorcycle afety and driver education for the handicapped, .and
many others.

The outhotne of OTSEC's research, development:and education programs has been height%
ened awareness of driver and traffic safety practices on the pare of Ohio's citizens. By,
furthering this awareness, OTSEC has made'and wig continue to makcita positive impact
on traffic safety in Ohio.

.

e4,4

Robert E. Taylor*
Ev.ecutive Director
The National Center for

Research in Vocational Education
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PURPOSE
Iv

Broadly speaking, the purpose f this curriculum guide is to help the instructor provide
driver education to handicapped students. It may be used with one or mole hplidicappecl
studen4 included in a class of nonhandicappecl students, with tritnall, specialized .class
composed of Only handicapped students, or with handicapiled students taught,on an indi-
vidual basis!

4

This guide differs from other driver education guides in that no course sèquence or learning
objectives are inctuded. Essentially, the knowledge and skills necessary for a person to drive
do not vary with respect to handicaps. Ultimately the nonhandicapped student and the
handicapped student will have to pass the same tests in or.der to obtain a driver's licvnse
and will have tb operate the same vehicles on the same roads with equal competence.
;Therefore, a curriculum for use with the tianclicapped should contain the same objectives
as the regular driver education curriculum.

:MA

This guide, then, is de,signed to be used in conjunction with the existing driver education
curriculum. In this respect, it might more properly be called a curriculum supplement. The
objectives of this supiilement are the following:

to clevefop awareness of handicapped student populations their needs, capac-
ities, characteristics, and diversity;

to deVelop awareness of education's responsibilitwith respect to driver education
for handicapped students;

to provide information about techniques for teaching handicapped students in the
driver education class; and

to provide resources for obtaining additional information.

The emphasis throughoUtthis guide is on. dig' effects of_ the various handicaps on learning
to be a safe driver.

4
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The Hahdicapped 'Student Population
-

The population of handicapped students that the driver education instructor is likely to en.:
counter is quite diverserThey may have disabilities affecting any aspect of their physical
functioning, tearning ability, judgmental and'decision-making skills, visual and hearing acuity,
or other abilities and characteristics. Each disability will have diffe'rent implications for learn-
ing safe &Wing skills. Furthermore, disabilities may occur *in any combination and thus .

create.an almost infinite.variety of instructional needs. It is very difficult to make any general
statements that will apply to all '-iandicapping conditions.

To render the special education populition subject somewhat more manageable.for.discus-
swn, the handicapping conditions in this guide are divtded into three major groups:

1 . mild mental handicap's,

2. sensory handicaps (visual and hearing impairments), and

3. physical handicaps.

Sections 4, 5, and 6 of this. guide are devoted to thise groups. These sections include in-
formation about the handicapping conditions, characteristics that might accompany those
conditions, special instructional needs, and recommended instructional strategies.

Eten within these groups, however, there is a great deal of diversity. Although some gen-
eral statements are made in this guide with regard to groups with handicapping conditions,
the instructor is cautioned to avoid making generalizations or forming preconceptionNbout
an individual based on the presence of a particular handicap. Handicapped individuals are
constantly prOving sUch preconceptions wrong. There is a tremendous capacity amono
MndiGapped individuals which, if. understood and utilized by the student and the instructor,
can enable them to succeed at many personal, educational, aria professional endeavors
including driving a car. Robert W. 'Gutshall described the situation of the handicapped stu-
dent in this manner:

A student with a handicap i's primarily a student. His [or her] particular difficult94,
as with most other obstacles, can be overcome, in the majority of,cases by teaching
aids, some extra effort on the teacher's part, and most of allp by giving him [or
her] a "chance."

+64

' "The HandRapped Student and the Autnninbile." Troflu- Sufm. January 1462. pp

4
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The Challenge

The Instructor's Attitude

It is true that not everyone may become a safe driver (Section of this guide, "Assessment,"
deals with determining readiness for driver education); but many (if not most) handicapped
individuals who will be referred to' the &river education program can b4come effective
drivers. A positive attitude on the part of the instructor is one of the most crucial factors in
making-success possible. The instructor must be positive, open, encouraging, and confident
that success is possible. The instructor must also realize that his or her -own involvefnent
can be almost as enabling or as limiting for the student's potential success as the student's
own characteristics.

The instructor's attitude, shows most clearly, of course, in the way he' or she acts in' the
*company of a handicapped student. The followir g suggestions for interaction with handi-
capped students are provided for those instructors who have had little or no experience
with. handicapped students and who would welcome-some gdidande in this area. Adapted
from the pamphlet "When You Meet a Handicapped Person" distributed by, the Easter
Seal Society for Crippled Children and Adults, these sUggestions focus oil .thit physically
handicapped person.; however, with a little commor sente one can infer from them wha:t
might be appropriate for individuals with other Harklicaps. It shOuld be remembered, how-
ever, that people with handicaps are not alike and do not necessarily .wapt to .be treated

,alike. As with any other group of students, what is comfortable for one person is not.neces-
sarily conifortable for another. So- treat these simply as suggestions for interaction and take
your cues from the individual you are with.

1. Remember that the person with a handicap is a person. He or she, is not like ally-
or else, except for the `sibecial limitations of the handicap. ,

2 If possible, observe yours students in other classes or activities before you meet
with them. Simply knowing what to expect can help reduce anxiety or awkward-
ness on your part. Very often, this kind of observation will demonstrate that your
interaction with them will be much the same at with other students. .

3. Be yourself when you meet handicapped students; talk'about. the same things as
you would wjth any other student. Show friendly interest in the student as an in:
dividual just as you would with any other student. ,

4. Don't be overprotective or oversolicitous. Don't shower the handicapped student
with extraordinary kindness. Don't offer pity or charity. Handicapped students
should be treated like other students and be given a chance to prove themselves.

5. Don't be afraid to laugh with handicapped students -or to enjoy your relationship
with them. A nonhandicapped person who has the opportunity to share the phi-
losophy aod good humor of a handicapped person can benefit grealy fr.= ttlis
association.

6. To the extent that you need to 'discuss the student's disability In order to assess its
potential impact upon the driving task, dol so in an objective manner. Ask only
questions that are pertinent. Don't ask embarrasting questions out of curiosity. If
students want to tell you more about their disabilities, they will bring up the subject.

5
4.
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7. Be patient. Let the handicapped person set the pace in walking, talking, getting
into and out of the car, and performing other tasks. Don't be too quick to help;
see what the students can do on their own. If you think the student needs help,'
offer assis.tance; find oul froth the student how you can be most helpful.

8. Don't separate a physically disabled student from wheelchair or crutches unneces-
. sadly. The individual may want them within reach. (In the training car with the

instructor present, these aids will have to be placed in the back seat or trunk.)

9. Don't make up your mind, ahead of time about the handicapped student. You
may be surprised at hoyi wron.g you are in judging the person's interests' and
abilities.

Sections 4, 5, and 6 of this guide provide additional and wore specific information aboilt
the handicapped student-population.

Education's Responsibility

The legal mandates are clear regarding the rights of the handicapped to all forms of educa-
tion, including driver education, and to equal access.to employment (see Section 2 of this
guide, "The Law"). There is still a great need, however, for each person in the educational
field to recognize and accept an individual role in providing quality education to handi-
capped students.

Certainly, the need of handicapped persons for driver education is tremendous. In our
mobile society, personal, social, and employment access depend to a great extent on phys-
ical mobility the abilityto get there from here. The ability to drive is one of the most
crucial factors in a handicapped perion's bein§ able to develop an independent lifestyle..
Instructors need only imagine the impact on their own lives of total dependence on others
for mobility to realize the importance of driving for handicapped individuals.

Many handicapped people, in fact. may learn to drive and obtain driver's lieenses whether
or not they have had the benefit of driver education. It is up to the field of driver education
to help handicapped students become safe, responsible drivers by providing them an op-
portunity to obtain quality instruction.

a
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Meeting the Challenge

\Techniques

4

Because of the diversity within the handicapped population, no universal' teaching strategies
exist that are equally effective with all handicapped students. As with nonhandicapped stu-
dents, each handicapped individual is different; the instructor must regatd each student as
an individual who happens to have 'one or more handicapping conditions thaehave some
inipact upon instructional needs.

Th#re are, however, many techniques the instructor can empl4 to help indMduals with
handicapping conditions learn to become responsible drivers. Sections 4, 5, and 6 of this
guide outline many such techniques.

A general instructional approach that has merit with any student group and especially
with handicapped students is described below. Moat ingtructors naturally employ these
elements in 'some form in.their teaching. Simply giving more conscibus attention to them
can be of great benefit to the driver education program that includes handicapped students.

Assess Assessment refers not only to the pre-driving assessment through which a
determination N made of the students readiness for driver education; it refers
also to the assessment that should occt.ir on a continuing basis during instruc-
tion. It is especially important for handicapped students that an assessme.nt
be made of where the students are in the development of a concept or skill
before instruction in that concept or skill begins. This assessment might tike
such a simple form as asking students whether they have tried a particular
maneuver before or asking students to demonstrate what they can do with a
giveh ta:.;k. In some cases, the assessment might be more elaborate. The out-
come of the assessment will tell the instructor whether some pre-instruction is
needed or whether some parts of the lesson might be covered More quickly.

Plan Based on the assessment (both pre-instruction and during-instruction assess-
mene, planning might range from a simple step of deciding how to approach
a task to a sequence of learning objectives to be undertaken on the basis of
identified disabilities. Task analysis valuable here in determining what the
tasks are that constitute some portion of the learning, what tasks have already
been mastered, and what tasks remain to be mastered by the student.

Implement The next step is to put intO effect the instruction that was planned. This .needs
little explanation except perhaps a reminder that flexibility will be quite.im-
portant when working with a handicapped student. Overestimates or under-
estimates of the student's capacity pr need for instruction in a given skill might
necessitate a reassessment of the4ituation.

Eskluate Evaluatiok of the student's progress will take place both formally and in-
formally. Fr example, when teaching a task the instructor will make a judg-
ment about the student's mastery of the task before proceeding to the next
task. This is a simple form of evaluation. With regard to more formalized eval-
uation, there are suggestions in Sections 4, 5, and 6 for adaptations that
might be made for the various groups. Students should be informed of their
progress at all times.



Using This Guide

11,

The instructor is advised to become familiar with the entire guide before attempting to use
the . suggested sfrategids with students. A basic familiarity with the handicapped siudent

1:Ovulation as 'a whole will be helpful in . working comfortably with the student who has
special needs. Furthermore, because of the diversity of handicaps and because of the fre-'
quent overlaps among groups, the instructor Niay find that suggestions given for; working
with one type of handicap will work equally weil with another handicap.

Finally, it should be recognized that qujte ofteh strategies that are effective with handicapped
.students can be equally effective with nonhandicapped.students. In *lost cases, the instruc-

. tor who has only one cm' a few handicapped students within a nonhandicapped class need
not teach the students in cliff/tent ways. Rather, thd challenge usually is to find a way to
adapt the instructional technique so that everyone benefits from the adaptation.
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I.

IntrOduction
I

Recent legislative developments have provided the field of education including driver
education with the challenge of developing moraidequate educationalservices for handi-
capped leathers. The extent to which this chillienge is met will depend in large measure on
the instructor's knowledge aq skill. In order to meet this challenge adequately, the.irkstrut-
tor should be aware of.how current legislation affects.driver education programs.

,

'
r 4.

%./The purpose of this section of thg guide is to develop an awareness of the, legal yesponsibility
of driver education to handicapped students. The following are brief summaries of federal
and state legislatioh which affect the education, examination, and licensure of handicapped
driVers. For aOditional information on procedures for obtaintrig a driver's license, refer tti
Section 7 of tnis guide.
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Summariei of Perlin
7

Topic Areas.
and( Code Sections

egislaton°

e

Code Excerpts and Explanations

Responsibility for Driver
Educatiop

4.

4

ORC 3301.17

Exceptions to High School
Driver Education Enrollment

ORC 3301.17

ORC- 3301.17

p.

et

In the state or Ohio the requirements for driver educatiop
are outlined2in .Section 3301.17 of the Ohio Revised
Code. This section places responsibility for drivel educa-
tion on.the Ohio Department of Education:

"The department of education shall expend
state funds to provide)driver education courses
to any child enrolled4n a high school for which
standards are prescribed by the state board of
education.

0-

The department of education, shall contract for
the ,use of public school facilities to provide
driver ethication courses where practicable, or
such oburses -may 1:4 provide'd at facilities
established and operated, under the supervision
of transportation coordinators, by the depart-.
men t, of education."

Section 3301.17 also identifies the circumstances under
which students might recetve commercial training in
place of reguldriver education in the high school:

k
"A commergial driver trainiog schOol licehsed
under Chapfer 4508. bf the Revised Code shall
receive a s'ubsidy fqr each school age child who
successfully coMpletes the training school's

( course and who was unable to enroll in a driver
*education course conducted at high schools
for which the- state board of education pre-
scribes minimum standards because such a
course was not offered at Ihe ahigh school of
attendance or because the pupil could not, due
to scheduling difficulties, avbil himself of such
a course, during the semester or term of the
pupil's sixteenth birthday or the immediately
succeeding semester or term."

The lggislation mentions "scheduling difficulties" thus:

"For purposes of this section, a pupil shall be
deemed to have sctredulind difficulties if he is
employed or engaged in traveling to or from

12
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Topisc Areas
and Cone Sections Code acerpts and Explanations

.

Availability' of Driver Education
. to Handicapped Students

Scope of the Studerit
PopulationServed

his employment at the time the course is 'offered,
or the principal of the pupil's high school of
attendance determines that the pupil is involved
in a hardship situation, or the principal of the
pupil's high school attendance detirmines
that the .driyer ecittca on course conflicts with
Othittourses which the pupil has scheduled at
his high_ school."

'Clearly, availability of driver education must extend to
all students and the exceptions permitted in eVollment
do not identify a 'certain population of students; the ex-°

ceptions are based primarily on lack of available or con-
venient services.

4

The conditions and procedures for the use of the funds
made available for driver education-are in the
remainder of Section 3301.17.

0

Rule .3301-81-01(E) of the Staildards for Driver Educa-
tion Programs states that availability of driver and traffic
safety education must extend to handicapped students:

Public boards of education are responsible for pro-,
vidirtg a course of driver education to all resident ,4

.youth, through twenty-one years cif age including,
but not limited to, the following:

1. Those indMduals twenty-one years oi age who
haye graduated frorh high schools arid who
could .not enroll ein driver. education while in
high schoal.

2. Those individuals who, have dropPed out of
high school and could not enroll in driver edu-
cation while in high school.

3. Those individuals who moved into Ohio from
another state and have not completed an ap-
proved driver Education course in another state.

4. Those individuals who are handicapped.

In the history of education, students enrolled in high
schools have consisted mainly of the nonhandicapped.
Recent legislation has changed the scope of the student
population.

13
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Topic Areast
. and Code Sections t

P.L. 93-.516, Sec:504

Prohibition Against
. DiscriminatiOn Toward

Handicapped'N

Responsibility of Schools .

Toward Handicapped
P.L. 93-516. Sec. 504

tç

dr)

Guaranteed Free Public
Education for Handicapped

P.L. 94-142

S.

01,

11.a..1

- Code becerpts and Exble-nation4.

In 1978, Section ;504 of Public LaW 93-516, the Re-
: habilitation Act Amendments of 19742, was pot into ef-
iect.'; This section providid the impetus iSecestary to
equalize .education. programming for the handicapped.

persoit

Section 504 prohlts discrimination against the Kandi-
.

capped in any public or private program or activity which
receives federal assistance in. excess of.$2400 annually.
Examples of such aisigtanCe include direct grants, loans,
and indireCt iupport. This requirement would. by nature
extend tO public schools.

.
Section 504.requires agencies within itsiscope to:

1. provide opportunities, benefits; aids, or services
, for the handicapped equal to those provided

the nonhandicapped;

2. provide aids, benefits, and services for the
beandicapped in the same setting as for thern

, nonhandicapped except in cases where their
effectiyeness would be jeopardized by doing so;

3. provide a barrier-free environment' to insure
program accessibility; arid

4. reeruit, train, promote, and compensate the
handicapped on an equal basis.

Compliance with this regulation Is monitored by. the Of-
fice of Civil Rightssand the Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion,. and Welfare.

.P.L. .94-142, the Education of All Handicapped Chil-
dren Act, guaratitees a free, appropriate public education
for all- handicapped children ages 3 to 21. Provisions of
this act Which have impact on driver eduCation are:

1. assurance that a written individualized educa-
tional-.plan (IEP) will be developed and main-
tained for each student;

2. warantee of complete due process procedures;

'Amendments to P.L. 93-112, the kehabtlitation Act of 1973.

a.
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Code Excerpts and Explanations

3. "assurance 4hat the "least restrictve educational
envirdament"' will be provided;

4.. assurance -of nondiscriminatory testing arid
evaluation; and

5. assurance of protection of the confidentiality of
student records.

rrs

Noncompliance with these provisidns can result in the
Withhotding of federal money for th'e states in question:,
Funds may be withheld from:

P.L. 94-142,.*

Title I and II Elementary and Secondary
School'Act, and

4

, Vocational Education Act.
.

The consequences of noncompliance with P.L. 94-142 .

apply to schOol systems and the state..

To comply with P.L. 94-142, thebhio 'legislature enacted
-House Bill 465. Sectiori 3323.04 of that act states:

CI

"The state board of education, in consultation
with the department of mental health and
mental retardation ,46,shall establish procedures
and standards for the placement of handicapped
children in appropriate educational programs. 4

:The state board shall require the .board of
education of each school district to place each
handicapped chitd of compulsory, school age
residing within the district in ans. appropfiate .
education program in accordance with SectiOn
3319.01 of the Revised Code, wihich may in-
clude instruction in regular clasges, a special
education program, or any cgrnbination thereof.

"The state board shall establish procedures and
standards to assure that to the' maximum ex-
tent appropriate, handicapped childttn, in- -

cluding children in Public a: private institutions

.15
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Rights to Licensuie and
Special Tags

ORC 4503.105
(SB 162)

.4

s.

or other care failities, shall be eaucated with
children who are not handicapped."

'The enactment of H.B. 455 ?las therefore placed the'
responsibility of providing services to tl.fe handicapped
'directly on the local' educatiori agency.

k
P.L. 04-142 and H.B. 455 hive opeoed the 'door for
handicapped students-to be placed in &driver education,

3 cbt.t4he if tilis is deemed the 4:appropriate education pFo-
'gram."

Senate Bill 162 added Sections 4503.105 and 4511.69
to the Ohio Revised Code, in 'which further description
is proVided regardfng special concerns and regulations
for thee handicapped driver, including licensure, special
tags, and parking:

"Pr*y person who has iost the use 4 one of
both legs, or one or both arms, who Is blind or
deaf or who is so severely disabled as to be

. unable to move about without the aid of crutches
or a wheelchair may apply to the registrar of
motor vehicles for the registration of any motor
vehicle he owns. When a motor vehicl§ has
been igtered for the purpose of providing it with

. special equipment- for such a disabled person,
buris owned, by someone other than the dis-
abled petson, the owner rimy apply to- the
registrar of motor vehicles for registration under
this section. The application for registration
shall J3e acCompanied by such documentary
evidence of disability or vehicle alterations as
the registrar may require by rule.

"Upon receipt of an application for registration
a. of a mOtor .vehicle under this seciion, and are-.

sentation of satisfactory evidence of disability,
or vehicle alterations,, the registrar shall issue .
to the atiplicant appropriate vehicle regiitration
including a set of license plates which shall, in
addition to the letters and numbers orcpiarily
inscribid thereon, ,be imprinted with the inter-
national wheelchair symbol. The -license plates
*shall be- issued upon payment of the regular
taxes charges, and fees under section 4503:04
and 4503.10 of the Revised Code and Nithout

. 1'

16
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Right to Special Parking
ORt 4511.69

(S.B. -162)

SI

Eligibility for" Licensing

the %payment of a fee for issuance under this
sectbn.

,

. "No person who is not handicapped or who
does riot' own a vehicle specially etititpped-or
altered- for a pirson with disability'as descxibed
in this section shall willfully. nd f repreient
that_ he is handicapped or tha e owns such a
vehicle,, for the .purpose of obtaining a license
under this section. I

"No person shall own a vehicle bearing a license
plate issued under this section unless he is eli-
gible to be issued .such a license plate."

41. :

"SRecial parking locations and privileges for
the handicapped shall be provided and desig-
nated by all political subdivisions and by the
state and all agencies -and instrumentalities
thereof at all offices and facilities, where parking
is provided, whether owned, 'rented, or leased,
and at all publicly owned parking garages. Such
locations shall be reasonably .close to exits,
entrancesrelevators, and ramps.

st

"When a motor vehicle beariRg the special
handica , .ed license plate provided in Section
4503.11.7\ dui Revised Code is- being op-
erated by h transport of a handicapped
person, the mo hide shall be permitted to
park. for a peth. of two hours in excess of
the legal Oarking period permitted by local
autho4ities, except where local ordinances oi
iSolice regulations provide otherwise or where
the 'vehicle is parked in such a manner as to
be clearly a traffic hazard."

Section 4507.08 of. the Ohio Revised Code sets out the
following resitrictions on eligibility of handicapped persons
for a driver's licehse:

17
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ORC 4507.08

itt

4,

" (B) Any applicant who has been adjudged in-
sane or feeble-minded, or an idiot or imbecile,
and whoshas not at the time of such applicatioh
been declared restored tp competency by judi-
cial decree.

"(C) Any person when in the opinion of the
registrar such'person is afflicted with or suffer-
ipg from such physical or mental disability or
disease that prevents him from exercising rea-
sonable and ordinary control over a motor
vehicle while operating. the same 'upon the
highways, provided that:

"(1) A restrictea liCense effective for six months
may be issued to any person otherwise qualified
who is or has been subject to any condition
resulting in episodic impairment of conscious-,
ness or loss of muscular control and whose
condition, in, the opinion of the registrar, is
clormant or is sufficiently ghder medical control
,that he is capagle of exercising reasonable and
.ordinary contrell over a motor vehicle. A re-
stricted license, effective for six months, shall
be issued to any person who is otherwise quali-
fied who is subject to any condition which
causes episodic impairment of consciousness
or- a loss of muscular control if such person
presents a statement from a licensed physician
that his condition is under effective medical
control and, the period of time for which such
control has been continuously tiaintained, un-
less, thereafter, a medical examination is or-
dered and, pursuant thereto, cause for denial-
is found. If cause for denial because of such
condition is found and the period during which
such condition was stated by a physician to
have been under effective medical control was
at least one year, the applicant has the right to
a hearing before a review board constituted
pursuant to division (C) (2) of thii.section and
shall be notified thereof in accordance with the
provisions of this section 119.0Z of the Revised
Code."

18
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Restrictions on the License

ORC 4507.14

tto

Suspension of License Due to
Judgment of Mental Illness

Code Excerpts and Explanations

Section .4507.14 of the Ohio Revised Code delineates
the restrictions which may be irilposeci on an issued li-
cense, as necessitated by the applicant's disability: t

"The registrar of motor vehicles upon issuing
an operator's or chauffeur's license, a motor-
cycle operator's endorsement, an oi5erator's or
chauffeur's license renewal, or the renewal of
any other license issued under dhapter 4507
the Revised Code may, whenever good cause
appears, impose restrictions suitable to the,li-
censee's driving ability with respect to the type_,
of or special mechanical control devices pr
.quired on a motor vehicle which the licensee
may operace, or such other restrictions appli- .

cable to the licensee as the regisirar tietermines
to be necessary. ,t

"When issuing licenses to a deaf person or to
persons with impaired hearing, the registrar
shall require that motor vehicles operated by
such persons be equipped with two rear vTsion
mirrors, one outside and one inside such motor
vehicles. -

:Z

4.

"The registrar may either issue a special re-
stricted .license or may set. forth such restric-
tions upon the usual Bunco form.

"The registrar, upon receiving satisfactory evi-
dence of any violation of the restrictions of
such license, may suspend or revoke the'same."

Section 4507.161 provides that while a person is judgesi/
by the court to,be mentally ill, that person's license will
be suspended:

19
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ORC 4507.161

;

9b,

9.

9.

"When any .person having an operator's or
chauffeur's license is adjUdicated Incompetent
for the purPose of holditig the license,.as pr*
vided in section 51,22.301-of the Revised Code,
the probate judge shall order the license of
such person delivered to the court. The court
shall forward such lkense with notice of such
adjudication to the registrar of motor vehicles.
The registrar of motor vehicles shall suspend
such license until receipt of wiitten notice by
the head of the hospital, or other agency which-
has or had c4tody of suet.% person, that such
person's meptal illness is not ah impairment to
such person's ability to operate a motor vehicle,
or upon receipt of notice from the adjudicating
couit that such person- has been restored to
competency by court decree.''

20
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Introduction

Given the importance of mobility in our society, all handicapped indivitluals with the poten-
tial and desire to learn to drive should be gjven the opportunity to. learn. Therefore, all
handicapped' students who wish to learn to drive shcAild be enrolled in the classroom portion
of driver education, and the pre-driving assessment process (prior to the behind-the-wheel
phase of instruction) should be conducted in a way that ensures that no Persons are un-
necessarily excluded.

f

The following cautions cannot be stressed too strongly with'regard.to pre-driving assessment:

1. The pre-driving assessment should never be aimed at screening out. The intent is
not to avoid accepting students, whose needs "demand more of the instructor's time;
rather, it should be an assessment of the students: strengths, weaknesses, and
instructional needs and of any special instructional strategies dr devices the instruc-
tor will need to employ. Thorough assessment will enable the instructor to conduct
suitable leison planning, grouping of students, and pre-post evaruatiqn.'

2. In the average public school setting, the outcome of pre-driving assi;sment- should
be that fewer students will be rejected permanently than accepted. If the opposite
is true, the instructor should reexamine his or her approach to ieveal any attitudes
which might be producing a negative outlook on students' potential.

3. The instructor should avoid making hasty prejudgments. Judging a student's driving
potential on the basis of the nature of the disability is unfair to the student. Such
prejudgments are often proven wrong. Take the time arid make the effort to give
a full, riomplete, and objestive assessment.

4. Some students will be on the borderline; a decision about thelr driving potential
might be difficult to make. In these cases, the first several lessons may be consid-
erect part cif the assessment until a determination can be made. Behind-the-wheel
instruction/assessment should be continued as long as the student profits from it.
Some agencies that teach driving to habdicapped individuals have a policy that as
Jong as any progress is made by the student, instruction is continued. When the
student reaches a plateau and can't rise above it, only then is he or she counseled
to forego or postpone further education. The individual instructor and school will
have to decide to what extent such a policy is 'feasible, given local staffing and
scheduling.

5. The student should understand' that having been admitted to the program does
not necessarily mean that he or she will complete the course or obtai license.
The instructor reserves the tight to discontinue or postpone further ducation at
any time that insurmountable problems occur or progress ceases:

A

9
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Overview of the Pre-Driving Assessment

At present, there seems to be no reliable medically based' pre-driving assessment doiice for
use in screening.' Therefore, this guide recommends that, in additiOn to any medical infor-

. 'nation available, the first several behind-the-wheel (BTW) sessions, conducted in a ttaffic-
free area, be used for assessment. The number of sessions that are necessary will vary .from
one student to the next. .

Exclusions

Very few students would be' excluded from such an assessment and .for most of these,
their exclusion would be deterMined by their ineligibility for a ,learnercs.permit (see Section 7
of this guide for Ohio dr)ver's license examination procedüres). Only these factors should
be cause for exclusion from assessment:

inadequate vision' (less than 20/40, corrected, in mcite than one eye) to obtain a
learner's permit (1

a physician's refusal to give the necessary permission for a student to participate 'in
driver education,

an uncontrolled physical condition which can result in sudden loss of consciousness
(see discussion below under "When to Conduct the Assessment"), and

the instructor's profesgional opipion that behind-the-wheel. instruction jeopardizes
the student's or the instructor's safety. ,

For all other students, eissessment should consist of the medical and behind-the-wheel com-
ponents described below. Sample forms for recording °assessment information are provided
at the end of this section.

When to.Conduct the Assessment

The assessment should be conducted as early in the driver education course as possible, or
before it. Obtaining the learner's permit can easily take several weeks or more, so the assess-
ment should be completed early enough so that the permit can be obtained before behind-
the-wheel instruction is scheduled to begin.

If the student has a condition which can result in a sudden loss of consciousness', it is nec-
Pssary to have written approval from the student's physician stating that the condition is
..nder effective medical control. Other conditions may require an individual decision by the
bureau of Motor Veh.cles (BMV) as to whether the disability prevents the applicant from
operating a vehicle in a reasonably safe manner. Section 2 of this guide explains in greater
detail the various laws and regulations which pertain here. Section 7 outlines, the procedures
for obtaining a learner's permit and a driver's license.

'This position is discussed in Driving for the Physically Handicapped. Departmel of Occupational Therapy, Rancho Los Amigos Hospitql,
pp 37.38 (That document also contributed in a major way to the rest of this section.) However. the Kessler Institute for Rehabilitatiob
has a battery of tests available whictnhey feel can determine an individual's potential to become a safe and competent driver. Designed
to be administered by a qualified physical or occkipational therapist. these tests can be obtained from the Kessler Institute for Rehabilita.
lion. Pleasant Valley Way. West Change. New Arsey 07052 Additionally. "Myer Analysis Form Based on AAA Psychophysical Test
Scores- is available from the AAA Traffic Engineering and Safety Department.

24 ;it)
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Medical Assessment

Sources of Information

Medical information will come primarily from three 'sources: health field specialists, the stu-
dent, and th`e instructor's observation. Other possible sources are also listed below.

Specialists. In' some cases,' medical infOrMation will- be available in the student's
records. This might include phYsicians' statements, reports from therapy programs,
information on learning disabilities,'or Other information.. Some students will obtain
physicians' statements as part of the application process for the learner's permit.

The instructor should try to obtain as much of this type-of information as possible. In
complex cases, a conference with a specialist to learn about the ramifications of a disa-
bility would be helpful. .

0

. 0 The student: Man0 students with visual, hearing, Or physical. handicaps will be good
sodrces of information about ,themselves. (Some students with mild mental handicaps,
might also be good sources..).' ,

Often, 'students can tell you. the name and nature of their disability, what they can 'do,
and what they have had problenis with. (Beware of extremes; however, frustrated, dis-
couraged studehts may underestimate their potential; students who have not accepted
a disability may overestimate their Ootential or assure you that the disability is gradually
disappearing.)

The instructor. The instructor's observations, in Combination with the information
contained in Sections 4, 5, and 6 of this guide and the booklet which accompanies
Section 6, should 'enable the instructor to formulate a general idea as to tile nature of
the student's disability and the kinds of compensating techniques and devices which
might be needed. It is often.helpful to observe the stmdent in other classes and settings
to get a better impression of.the student's capacities, deportment, and maturity level.

Others. Other individuals can also be helpful4

parents
special education oteachers
speech and hearing therapisis
school nurses
couilselors
school .psychologists
teachers in physical education and in other subject areas where psychomotor skills ,

can be observed

Types of Information

The medical assessment should provide the information discussed_below .ts...appropriate).
For some students, not all these types of information apply (for examp e, for a student
with no physical complications, items 4, 6, and 7 midht not appl).

g`531
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1. Diagnosis. :The 'diagnosis (provided by, specialistS) will identify the disability and,
in some Casei, describe' its effects. After reading the appropriate section Or this
guide in which the diagnosed disability is discussed, the instructor should be able

'to understand generally the mental, sensorial, or physical aspects of the condition
and whether the condition is progressive.

2.

44)

;It

Seizures, loss of conscio.usness, and medication. It is 4mkortant t) 'find out
whether these factors are a part of the student's kondition because they rray require
special procedures or, in iome cases, exclUsion from behind-the-wheel 'nstruction.
These factors were discussed above; under "Exclusions." Section 6 *scribes dis-

- abililies which might be accompanied by ,these factors. Sections 2, and 7.41escribe
the laws and the driver license examination procedures relating to these factors. .

121

i
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3. Date Of onset of disability. Whether the disability, is congenital or acquired after
birth and, if acquired, how'recently the disability occurred can be very valuable in-
formation. Date of onset may have impact not only 6n the extent of disability bui
also on the social and, emotional maturity of the student, which is 4n important
as t of assessment. This is discussed in more detail insSection 5.

0

.4. Endurance. Endurance is often_measured in how many hours per day the student-
spends out of bed. KnoWing the student's level of endurance and whether it is
&els, to improve or decline is of importance especially when cOnductin9.the behind-
the-wheel phase of instruction. This is discussed in more detail in Section 6.

5. Student's functioning ability in upper and lower extremities. This data plus the
information contained in Section 6 should enable the instructor to Make tentative
arrangernents for adaptive controls and devices.. 7.- II

Cognitive abilities. This information should include any perceptual, judgmental,' or
learning problems the student might halm. The behind-the-wheel evaluation will
help the instructor to understand more eatily the nature and imPitct of these con-
ditiOns on the driving task. This is discussed further in Sections 4 and 6.

et

7. Transfer. The student's present and potential ability to get into and out Of a car
independently and to become positioned properly behind the steering wheel will
influence the scheduling ofin-car instruction, the time spent on learning and prac-
ticing transfer skills, and the necessity of transfer assist devices:. Transfer, is dis-
cussed further under "In-Car Orientation" and in Section 6.

The instructor cannot know too much about the student. It is suggested that some time be
. spent studying all available data before Conducting other parts of the assessment* and making.

any judgmentsiegarding driving potential.

26
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6 Behind-the-Wheel Assessment.
There are.three components of behind-the-wheel assessment, which are diacusged below:
initial interview, in-car orientation, and behind-the-wheel evaluation. Each ofVese compo-
nents can require one or more sessions with the student; depending on the disability.

Initial Interview # .

This interview takes place in the classroom or office setting. The purposes of the initial inter-
view are:

1. to establish rapport with the student,

?. to gather any information not already obtained,

3. togain some insight intathe social and emotional mataity and general attitude of
the student, and

4. to make some preliminary estimations of assist devices and controls that might be
needed.

If this interview takes place .at the very beginning of the course or before it begins, it will
naturally require longer to accomplish these objectives than if the instructa and student
have established a relationship during the classroom phase. If rapport and understanding of
the disability have been established before the interview, the interview itself may be quite
brief and lead directly into the in-car orientation.

The following are guidelines for conducting the initial isterview:

1. Reyiew the medical assessment before' the interview. Using the sample information
forms proiiided at the end of this section, complete as much of the information on
the forms before the interview as possible and supplement it' during the interview.

2. If you expect the interview to lead right into the in-car orientation the same day,
prepare a car with any driving aids judged to be necessary on the basis of the
medical assessment before the interview. As the BTW assessment proceeds, the
full equipment needs will become more evident.

3. Be supportive and tactful, as-th'e student might be excessively anxious.
A

4. Do not, at this point, prejudge the student's potential for driving.

In-car Orientation

In-car orientation usuallY takes place in a parking lot, with the car stationary. The purposes
of in-car orientation are:

1. to enable. the student to become somewhat familiar v/ith the basic controls and
adaptive devices in the car,

2733
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2. to enablO the instructor to gain further insight into the'student's potential to drive,
and

3. to enable the instructor and student to make further judgments about the need for
adaptive controls (needs might be greater, less, or different from those originally
estithated).

Use of in-car orientation should be flexible, tailored to the needs of the student. It might
take one Di more sessions to ,complete and might require Hine for readapting the car to meet
individual needs. Or, it might take very little time (especially when there are no-adaptive
controls) and lead right into the behind-the-wheel evaluation.

The following are general guidelines for this phase of the behind-the-wheel assessment:

1. Let the student attempt to enter the car unassisted. This will give the instructor a
better idea of the afnount of time necessary for entry and exit when scheduling
behind:the-wheel instructions and will indicate whether transfer training or assist
devices are'required.

S.

Be patient. Assist the students physically only when they are clearly, unable to enter
-after a concerted.attempt,

3. Most drivers with wheelchairs will enter the car one of two ways: (a) entei.on the
passenger side, pull the chair in after transferring, and Apt ten it on the passenger
side of the front seat qr (11 enter on the driver side iandptill the chair into the back
seat directly behind the Myer. The student need .not attempt to put the chair in at
this point in the assessment; the instructor should stow the chair in the back seat
or trunk for the student. The ability to pull in and secure the chair should, however,
be assessed and, if necessary, taught at some time during Instruction.

4. Explain and demonstrate each control and device. Do not rush this pait of the
orientation. ,Some students might require, that one,device at a time be explained,
demonstrated, tried, and practiced repeatedly before another is Introduced. Others
will profit more:from a general overview of all controls before trying each one and
practicing its tise..

5. Observe carefully the student's manipulation of each control in order topssess the
appropriateness of the control for the individual.

6. If necessary, change,, remove, or ada controls during orientation to suilthe stu-
dent's abilities and needs.

Behind-the-Wheel Evaluation

If there are any doubts as to the student's potential to drive, a BTW evaluation should be ;
conducted in a traffic-free area such as a range or parking lot. -The purpose of the BTW
evaluation is to 'complete the assessment of the student's potential for learning to drive. 4 is
importaht to reinemberthat, in many- cases, it will take more than just one or two sessions
to accomplish this evaluation. There may be no clear difference between BTW evaluation
sessions and BTW instructional vsions because for some studenis the only-way to assess
driving potential is to give them thINqpportunity to try.

A
. .
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However, for most students after five or six sessions it should be fairly clear to the instructor
and the student whether it is appropriate to continue. (In the case of students with cerebral
palsy, as many as ten or fifteen sessions might be required.) For those who do continue, the
evaluation is actually the beginning of the BTW portion of the course. Those who do not
possess adequate potential will eventually have to discontinue the BTW portion of the course
either permanently or until a later time. Students who continue should understand that .ac-
ceptance in the course does not guarantee that they will finish the course or get a license.
Instruction may be discontinued at any time the instructor deems it necessary.

During the BTW evaluation, the instructor should. assess potential in the following skill areas,
which are discussed below:

1. transfer,

2. acceleration and braking,

3. right and left turns, and

4. serpentine pr figure)ight.

I.

Transfer. In the case of a student with a physical handicap, assess the student's ability
to get in and out of the car. Section 6 describes some transfer assist devices that can be
used. If the student with lower extremity disabilities has mit already had transfer training
from a physical therapist, it might be appropriate to refer the student to such a program.
The student must realize that if the ability to transfer without assistance is not developed
at some point, some rather 'costly equipment might have to be acquired for the per-
sonal car.

NOTE: Ohio law does not require that driver's license applicants be capable of inde-
pendent transfer; however, unassisted transfer greatly enhances the driver's indepen-
denceind safety in case of emergenckand is therefore highly desirable.

Accelerating and braking. Assess the student's ability to accelerate and brake white
moving in a straight line. This should be done-both for students using regular accelera-
tor and brake mechanisms and for those using hand coYitrols. For some students it
might be necessary at first for the instructor to steer while the student concentrates on
acceleration and braking. Then, if the -student is successful with this phase, have the
student steer in a siraight line while accelerating and braking. This assessment can be
used to. observe:

1. strength arid reach of legs and flexion (range of mOtion) of higs if using regular
coptrols,

2. strength, reach, and range of motion of arm and flexion of wrist if using hand
controls,

3. ability to accelerate and brake with one arm and steer with the other if using hand
controls, and

4. reaction time.
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Right and left turns. A simple rectangular course.can be used to assess the student's
ability to turn left and right by. driving the course, in both directions: Use this assessment
to judge:

1. range of motion and strength,of arm and shoulders (if steering with one or both
arms),

2; ability to use 4daptive steering devicesuch as knob, ring, poit, or quad-grip,

3. leg and hip flexion. if using foot steering, and

Niti. ability to coordinate accelerating and braking with turning.

Serpentine or figure eight. Use one of these configurations to assess:

1.- turning ability,
t,

2. range of mOtio\n, reach, and strength of arm and shoulders, -anti

3. endurance.

Other. When there is question about the functional use of some part of the body,
conduct specific assessments to evaluate abilities in this area. For example, if range of
motion of the neck or shoulders is in question, ask the *dent to back up using rear
and side view mirrors and looking over the shoulder. This might point out a need for
supplemental mirrors.

I.

Outcomes

Remember that you are assessing the student's potential to learn to drive, not the ability to
drive. Gaining the ability to drive is, of course, a major 'goal of the student's participation in
driver education. .

,
The outcomes of the combined medical and behind-thi-wheel assessmentswill vary greatly
with each student not Only in terms of the decisions they lead to, but in termsof the
relative certainty with Which you are able to make the decisions and the time it takes to be .

able to make these decisions. In each case, all available information will have to be weighed
thgether. Do not ignore such subjective (burimportant) influences as student interest, moti-
vation, and maturity.

The following are a few.general statements that cin be made about assessment outcomes:

1. For.many students the basic maneuvers will present no ,serious problems. These
students should be encouraged to continue in the course.

2. 'Severe physical.limitations may prevent some students from adequately controlling
the car. If, after extensive experimentation with different kinds of adaptive devices,
the student is unable to control the car, the student shoulfte counseled to discon-
tinue driver education. However, in some cases in.,which the onset of disability has

-
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been fairly recent, tfie student might have some prospect of improvement. 4ddi-
tionaHy; the student might be encouraged to invcstigiite the possibilities of mori
complex custom:deSigned equipment, such as a van.

3. If the student's level of endurance is such that he or she can drive for only five or
ten minytes at a time, it is probable that this student is too weak to benefit from the
BTW portion of driver education.

4. $ome students with cognitive handicaps will exhibit difficulty in coordination per-
ceptidfi, judgment, and/or planning. Perhaps they wil4misjudge the amount of
available space or be unaware of the precise position of the car relative to other
objects around them. In some casei, these students' will progress with time. If not,
these students probably do not possess adequate potential to drive ahd should be
counseled to this effect. A decision in such a case may require many sessions,
continuing until the student shows no progress,at all.

5. Sqme students with learning disabilities, mild mental handicaps,,wr brain damage
can be very difficult.to. asseis. Many times they will show verY little potential for
driving; howiver, time and the student's motivation are often the deciding factors.

-
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-Studer?t Biographical Data

Student

_

Sairip e Form

Name. Nature of Dis.ability

Soc. Sec. No. ...

Date of Birth Age
II

Parent or Guardian

Name

Home address Onset of Disability: Congenital

fs
, Phone Emerg. Phone

Physician or dther Specialists

1. Name
.

Seizures?

+4.

Adquired (date)

History of . . .

Address Loss of.Con-
sciousness?

Phone
Current

2. Name Medications

Address

Phone

32
3,9

Extent of Control

Possible Effects
on Driving

40/
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Endurance Limitations Visual Limitations

Physical Limitations. Hearing Limitations

CDgnitive Limitafions Maturity limitations
(attitude, observed behaviors, etc.)

(A8ditional CoMments

Interviewer's Signature Date

33 39
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Equipment Adaptation RecommendatiOns
:4

Sample Form

Student's Name Date .. Class Schedule
4

Controls and Devices Note,s

1. kyrake. and Accelerator

hand brake and accelerator
El right hand
I.] left hand..

El left foot accelerator
awl

T1 parking brake
[.] all hand-operated
El all foot-operated
CI extension

2. Steering Controls

CI spinner knob

[1] "V"

11 quad grip (tri-post or
cuff)

11 amputee ring

(Mark location on wheel.)

F..1 extension of steering
column

1 small, diameter wheel

Li foot plate steering

I.

34
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*m.

.r .

Controls and Devices Notes.

3. Transfer Devices

self-assist handle

D self-assist stap

LI transfer board

4. Dash Board Controls

D left hand

D right hand

O forward extensions

0 rings

5. Other Devices

O turn signal
O right hand extension
0 forward extension
.0 floor mounted

LI gear shift
O left hand extension
O forward extension
O floot mounted

D dimmer switch, hand-
..

operated

El horn
0 hand button

10' floor mounted

O ignition
DI key holder
O extension

t .

01- ;

4-

1.
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0 safety belts
0 regular
E3 chest type

El 'cushions
CI additional arm rests
0 bottom
El back
0 coptoured

O mirrors
. GI side view

El convex rear view
El multiview interior

rear view

6. Additiunal Adaptations

1.
4 ,

IP

N(

- Interviewer's Signature Date.,

N.

1
36
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4hind-the-Wheel Assessment Summary Sheet Sample Form '
Student's Name Date Class Schedule

Adaptive Controls, Devices

Devices requi,red: Remarks (ability to operate, modifications
needed, etc.):,

Transfer

Devices required: Remarks (ability to transfer, .time_requifed,
education needed, etc.):

Communication

,..."

Problems: Instructional strategies (sign Janguage, sim-
ple conceptual constructs, vocabulary
development, etc.):

13
37
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,Maneuvers

acceleration LI

stedring

acceleration and steering LI

braking 0
braking and steering LI

right tum 0

left turn LI

serpentine /figure.8 0

other 0

ReMarks (need for special instruction;
additional car modifications, etc.):

4

1

V
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Introdtktioh
0

a

The greatest proportioh ot handicapped students the driver education instructor Will en-
,counter are those with nonphysical handicaps. According to figures projected bv the Aureau,
of Education for the Handicapped, the incidence of iducable mental retardation among
children ages 6 to 18 is 2%, as compared with .50% orthopedic, .575% Searing impaired,
and .10% visually impaired." Mare and more of these stu:dents.are-receivibg at least some
portion of their educkion in the regular classroom (see Section 2 of this guide, "The Law")
Clearly, the ihstructor needs to be prepared toWork with students Who have mild mental
handicaps whosooner oi later, might take part in driver education class&

'Many people who have had little fin,thand experience with mentally handicapped. people
are uncomfortable with the,idea of mentally handicapped individuals driving automobiles.
This attitude is generally based on lack of.exposure to the population and oh false assump-
tions. For example, .it m'ay be assumed that mentally handicapped people cannot become
competent and safe drivers..It is also assumed that if mentally handicapped individuals are
not,provided driver education, they will not drive (and, therefore, they will not enter into
.the problem Of traffic safety). Neither of these assumptions is true.

Recent research, fn which driving records were examined, has shown that the mentally
handicapped drivers as a group afe not significantly different from non handicapped drivers
of average intelligence.. In fact, the. handicapped drivers had better driving records than
persons of aboye. average intelligenci. Furthermore, it has been shown that persons who
have moot handicaps are indeecl purchasing and operating automobiles, on the IlighWays,
with or without the benefit of driver education. Mentally handicapped y auth actually,. spend
more time in their automobiles Allan others in the same age group, indicating, perhaps, that
the automobile is an important element of their social

Therefore, it is, vital that those with mild mental handicaps be given the same opportunity
to learn safe driving skills in the public schools that nonhandicapped students receive and
that this edusption'be designed so that the students have a chance to succeed.

To meet the objectives of &Hier education for the mild mentally 'handicapped population,
an interdisciplinary approach utilizing the talents and expertise of driver education and
special education teachers has promise of giving the student the best opportunity to be suc-
cessful in learning to drive. The Michigan Department of Education,4-in a guide designed to
be used conjunction with a driver education curriculum guide, points out the *understand-
ings that teachers in each of these specialties need to develop in order to participate ef-
fectively in this type of interdisdiplinary approach:

The special education teacher needs to develop a greater understanding of:

1. objectives of driver education,

2. sequence .of the objectives of driver education,

'Figures used by the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped in public hearipgs on P. L 94-142.

'Driver Education for the. handicapped- A Resource Curncultun in Driver Education Teacher Preparation, James E. Aaron and David G
Kraemer p 10

. .
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3. content of drive; education, . .
. . .1

4. scheduling difficulties in driver education,
'k:

.. ,.

, .* .
..1

5. evaluationin driver education and of the. driver,.and ...

6. appropriate instructional materials and time for providing supportive initruc-
tion.

r

The driver education teacher needs to develop a greater understanding of:

1. learning problems of the-mentally handicapped,

2. methods for presenting instructional materials,

3. techniques for structuring learning experiences, and

4. means of evaluating driver education for mentally handicapped students.°

Interdisciplinary approaches are dissossed further under "Scheduling Approaches" in this
Pection. Whether or not the driver education instructor is in a school situation where an

fl interdisciplinary approach can be-effectively carried out, the driver education instructor who
will be working with,,reentally handicapped students'needs understanding of the concepts
listotabove. If is the hurpose of this section of the guide to help the instructor begin to de-
velop these' types Df Underitanding. Toward this end, the following topics are discussed in.
this section: _

1. ristics of ,mild mentally handicapped learners (end what to do about them)

2. additional classroom strategies, and
et,

3. scheduling approaChes (including advantages ancrdisadvantages of eac11).

'These discussions arc not seen as being t omplete.Studies of aily Of the topics. Nor can they
take the place of frequent consultation .with, or pirticipation of, a special education teacher.
Rather, ,they are intended"to provide some basic awareness and:practical ideas for, working

u with mild ixttiitally. handicapped learners.
...0

CAUTION: It cannot be stressed strarroy ,etwasti.that the instructor, in using this material,
must keep in mind that MMH studepts are nOt Alike; ainfolore thanpnhandicapped stu-
dents are alike. Generalizations,about MMH students should be mioidect. prejudging what

. the student will.be able to accomplish is .both foolish and extremely detrinntal to the stu-
dent. MMH students. are continually provirig such preconc4tions wrong. Furthermore,
negatiVe prejudgments on the part of a teacher can cause learnina barriers which will make
it difficult or impossible for the student to succeed.

litiver Education Programming fro the Mentally Handicapped. p. 2.

'Although this sectOrt of the guide desk "odic* with mild mentilly handicapped learners end is not intended to cover other non-
physical &MOON (such as learning behavioral disorders, and remedial and cbnical reading problems), some of the suggested
inthess might nonetheless be useful in waking- with eludings who hove them disabilities. For brevity. mild menially hendicapped!garnets
are refewed to, as WI Isomers throughourthe remainder of this section.

- 42 4 -.9
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Characteristics of MMH Learners and What to.Do

Some characteristics whidi W.ght be observed.of mentally handicappedindMduals are listed
on the following Pages, with s4ggestions for dealing with them.° Again, it must be noted
that it is dangerous to generalize about this group of people and that these characteristics-
are simply those the instructor shduld be ready to recognize, should they appear in indi-
vtdual students.

Yfr

I.

r

'For additional discussion of these characteristics. see Aaron and Kraemer. Dnuer Education for the Handicapped. pp. 4449.
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Characteristics Sometimes Found Suggestions for Instruaion

1. "Failure" Patterns

Generally, one.of the major difficulties
in teaching the mentally handicapped
to drive stems from their poor ability
to understand their limitations. This
may in turn cause them to have un-
realistic expectations of themselves.
They then attempt things beyond their
present capability, expecting to succeed
at the same rate or to the same degree

co as their nonhandicapped peers. Failure
to perform up to their expectations
causes them to feel inadequate.

By the time the MMH student has
reached adolescence, situations that
produce feelings of inadequacy have
occurred in. such abundance that the
student has built up some pattern of
response to them.

One such response is easily triggered
frustration. A seemingly minor incident
will create a frustration level out of
proportion to the situation. Frustration
may be demonstrated through anger

at the instrUctor, at him: or her-
self, or at the task. The student may
cry over such an incident.

Another response is to become ex-
tremely dependent on others. The stu-
dent may depend on being led through
each step, on being reinforced for each
small achievement, and on being en-
couraged to keep trying.

One student's response may be to give
up easily, refusing to try agiiin. if un-
successful the first time. Another stu-
dent may refuse 'to try a new skill at all,
avoiding the failure which he or she
expects to be the outcome of such an
attempt.

In dealing with failur4patterns, manipulate
the learning experience to minimize those
frustrating situatiohs which have, no obvious
benefit. ExamPles:

If the student is about to try a task fo;
which he or s is likely to fail, break
the task down i more steps and re-
direct the student to.-ati.intermediate
task which is challenging but at which
the student has a better chance of suc-
ceeding.

Tf posing a general question to the class
for which a 'number of answers miglit
apply, avoid calling on the MMH stu-
dent first. Allowing the student to "get.
the drift" of the question by listening
to other answers can help avoid a
frustrating situation.

If the MMH student is with other stu.-
dents in the Ittboratory car, have the
other students try .a maneuver first, so

I the MMH student has an opportunity
to hear the instructions and see the
maneuver çveral times before at-
tempting it.

Conduct pre minar9 practices (talk
thrOugh the maneuver while the _stu-
dent practices at a desk in class) to,
help prepare the student for in-car in-
struction.

Patience on the part of the instructor will
be helpful both in avoiding acute frustration
and in dealing with a frustrating or emo-
tional situation .when it occurs.

.4441
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Characteristics Sdmetimes Found Suggestions for Instruction

Some students may emanate a false
_bravado to camouflage fieelings of in:
adequacy.

2. , Self-Devaluation

Another characteristic deriving from the
MMH student's inability to cope with
persopallimitations is self-deyaluation.
The fact that we live in a world which
stresses competition and adequacy,
coupled 1.4)it h frequent misjudgment of
personal abilities and limitations by the
handicapped student, f,auses the MMH
student to lose in competitive situations
frequently and to develop ,low self-
esteem..

learthis pattern can lead the student'
to expect and fear failure, refuse, to
try, give up easily, and react in anger
to challenges.

a

I.

t

I.
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Structure the learning experience to empha-
size the student's individual adequacy ra-
lher than competitive limitations. Examples:

Break learning objectives down into
subobjectives to be mastered intremen-
tally. Not only will the student have a
better chance of succeeding on sub-
objectives, but each mastered subob-
jective will contribute tO the student's
ability to master the terminal objective.

Overly reinforce the student's successes.
A compliment or acknowledgment of
a task well done will helP to balance
the student's ovic self-devaluing focus

on failures.

'Avoid classroom gaming strategies that
require quickness of response. Similarly,
avoid open comparisons of performance
among students.

When failure does occur, use it in a .way
that makes it a positive learning.experience
and a bridge to future successes. In so do-
ing, the instructor can help the student in
shaping a self-concept more nearly consis-
tent with reality. Example:

When the student activates the turn
signal at the last minute before turning;
the instructor might say something like,
"I'm really pleased that you used the
signal before you turned .7'Next time,
try to turn It on earlier, so cars behind
you will have plenty of warning before
you slow down.".

a
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Characteristic's Sometimes Found , Suggestions for Instruction.

3. Sensitivity to Surroundings

The MMH student is usually quite sen-
sitive to the attitudes of others. Often,
the student knows whether the instruc-
ior and other students are accepting
and friendly or just tolerant. Acceptance
of the student is extremely important
if the student 'is going to maintain dig-
nity and achieve as high a level of self-
actualization as possible.

4. Slow Response to Sensory Stimuli

Responding slowly to visual and audi-
tory cues (for example, applying thc
brakes when a hazard is seen ahead)
can lw a problem' for the MMH student
driver. However, research has shown
that MMH students not only can im-
prove psychomotor skills, but have high
retention for what they learn.

et

46

Use eye contact, smiles, a pleasaht voice,
and positive "body language" to relay a
message of acceptance. Talk in your natural
voice, without sing-song tones. Speak
simply but never talk down Ci he student.

Set an example fbr the other studnts by
stressing the positive and treating th0 MMH
student with dignity.

Employ clear and patient explanation dem-
onstration, repetition, and plenty o pra tice
io help the student build psycho otor
skills.

Avoid lengthy verbal explanations; .the stu-
°dent tends to "get lost" in the language.
When possible, use modeling carefully
structured step-by-step demonstration with
the student imitating. Example:

To teach release of a right-hand parking
brake, the instructor might demohstrate
these steps; first as &whole opeilation,
then one at a time with the s4iclent
repeating each step:

I.

reAach to parking brake with right
liMnd

put thumb on release button

grasp handle with rest of hand

press button in (with slight upward
pull on handle) and feel fck the '

release of the brake

holding in button, push handle
down as far as it will go

let go of button and handle

a
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Characteristics Sometimes Found Suggestions for Instruction

5. Short Memory and Mention Span

The MMH student may exhibit oor
retention of leaining and a short a n-
tion span. This is especially likely if:

Ii

too much material is given at one
time

too little time is allowed for learn-,
1 ing the material

too little practice is provided at the
incremental stages

the material is very abstract

It is impo'rtant that the instructor keep
this in mind while planning for the in-
struction and providing for supple-
mentary learning materials.

Place a great deal of emphasis on continual
scanning And other defensive driving tech-
niques. These are especially important for
MMH 'drivers, to give. thein' as much re-
spOYIse time as possible.

Material- that isi carefully Paced, exdting,
and meaningful( to the student will be re-
tained longer than that which is overloaded
with information or dull or which has little
or no relevance. If the student cómpre-
hends the 'material and finds- it interesting,
this will often wol,k to increase the student's
attention span: 4r

Minimize thq effects of poor retention and
short attention span by developing or se:
lecting classroom materials and teaching
strategies according to these few important.
criteria: \

Present concepts one at a time,
step-Ali-step logical progression.

Provide tirne and practice at each step, -*

beforet,moving to the next concept.

In a

Use' active, participatory classroom -

strategies whenever possible. .

Make explanations are-ancrète as pos-
sible, using direcHanguage, real objects,
derminstratioris, pictUres,simple visualt
and multimedia presentations.

Vary activi and materials from one
lesson to the next,

40
A

...Give examples that relate to adolescent
interests and experiences.

Where .wrItten material is used', be sure
the reading level is comprehensible,
the text attractively displayed and il-
lustrated, and The 'emotional appeal
appropriate to the age levek

47
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Characteristics Sometimeg Found uggestions for Instruction

- r

6. Difficulty in Dealing wth Abstractions

Usually, -the MMH student has difficulty
dealing with' abstractions and general-
ities. For example, principlei of motion
might beocodirt- difficult to understand
than the fa9 that pressure on the ac-
celerator makek the car move.

.1

-
48

Reduce distractors in the classroom. Ex-
amples:

Reduce visual distractors such as "busy"
decoration or displays, too many bright
colors, or unnecessary motion.

Reduce auditory distractors, such as
unnecessary commotion, simultaneous
small group activity or discussions, or
outside noise coming in through open
windows or doors.

Have special education teachers or coun-
selors provide supplemental instruction.
This should be done in short sessions, re-
inforcing what was learned in class.

,When giving driving-instructions in the lab-
oratory car, give one direction at a time.
Examples:

Say, "There at the next cc:0'1er, turn
right," rathei than, "Turn right at the
next corner, go a block, turn'left at the
stop sign, and pull oiler at the school:"

For simplicity and brevity, use key
words for frequently used concepts
(for example, "corner," "light," . ot
"right turn").

Keep concepts as concrete and functional
a possible. Put definitions sof objects .in
erms of what the objects do. Example:

The accelerator can ..be described in
terms of causing the car to move, rather
than its relationship toyarious parts of
the engine and fuel system.

Relate abstract concepts to praitical appli-
cations with which the student might be
familiar or in which the student is likely to
become interested. .

v0'
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- Characteristics Sometimes Found Sugges,tiotis for IhstruCtion

7 Poor Transfer of Learning

2

i

Many MMH *students -.exhibit e defi-
idewy in seeing comm nalities amcirig

similar situations separ ted in time and
spece. The driving tas , however, de-
Mands that the student :recOgnize situa-
tions as being similar .and therefore
requiring similar respOnses.'The instruc-
tor cannot count on the student's ability
tp transfer learning from one situation
to another without explicit direction.
Similar situations will often be perceived
by the student as riew.and different.

fe4.1.

'
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Try to organize content so that eath activity
or topic calls upon both conceptual and
ps9chomotor skilli. This helps maintain the
student's interest (and therefore stknulates
learning) and does not overload the, student
at any one tithe with conceptual dernaads.

Organize lessons and learning expe
.by topic arei to reinfqrce the relations ,ps
within the area. .

e

It is"very helpfill to actually teach "categoil- 6s.

cal concepts. This can be done by present,
ing (on picture or film) two very similar
situations and loding the student to recog-
nize the' similarities betwebn them. tSee
example A, below.) As the student suCcess-
fully .recognizes th.e similarities, situations
can be presented whose timilarities are a
little less obvious, until the student 'can araw
comparisons among common driving situa-
tions.

S.

(See examples B through' D.) Sample seL
:quence of situations:

Ex. A: Picftire 1 - A green car hits a red
car from bebind at a stop light.

. Picture 2 - 'Another green car hits
another red car from behind at a
stop light.

Ex. B: Picture 1 - green car hits a. red
car froM l;ehind at a stop light.

. Picture 2 - A blue car hits a red
car from behind at. a stop light.

Ex..C: Picture 1 - A iiellow car hits a
black car from behind at a stop
light.
Picture 2 - A white 'car hits a gray

* car from tehind'at a stop light

S.
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Charactéristics.Sometimei-Found, ,

0

Suggestions for Instruction

8. Tendency Toward Habit Formation

Generally, the MMH student is strongly
bound by habits. This will play an im-
portant role in learning driving skills
btcause so much of the driving routine
is based on 'habit formation. This can
be an advantage for the MMH student,
as good driving habits quickly become
habitual. However, if poor driving tech-
niques 'are allowed to develop, they too
will become habitual and difficult to
change.

Ex. D: Picture 1 A yellow car hits a
green car from behind in an inter-
section.
Picture 2 - A pink car hits a blue
car from behind on a freeway
ramp.

Note Ault these pairs of situations have
progressed frohl being almost identical to
being similar only in that they are rear-end
collisions. They therefore require increasing
transfer ability on the student's part.

When using a simulator, lead the student
to recognize similarities between what is
being done and what was done in another
kind of actMty (e.g., pushing chairs to sim-
ulate turns).

When a student is in the laboratory. car,
point out similarities between prekent ma-

i neuvers, those practiCed on the simulator,
and those alread) accomplfshect behind the
wheel.

Repeat simulator or ran& experidnc(vto
reinforce learning.

Take extreme care that each driving habit
formed is correet.theyftrst time or that mis-
takes are cpiickly corrected.

50 55
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Characteristics Sometimes Found SuggestionS for Instruction

9. Inability to Evaluate Own Efforts

Just as MMH students are often utiabk.
to gauge their limitations and abilities
properly, they also have difficulty de-
termining how their efforts measure up
to given standards.

10.' Deficient Verbal Abilities

Generally, MMH learners have limited
ability to understand long, complex.
verbal communications. .The greatest
pr6blems are likely to be caused by:

speaking in, long, complex sen;
tences,

talking at lerth without giving the
student a ch nce to question, re-
peat, practi e, or give other feed-
back, .

using ne4 or difficult terms for
which the student is not prepared,
and

discussing a topic in a disorganized
way.

11. Need for Vocabulary Development

._MMH students are often less able to
figure out the meaning of new terms
fromr.the context in which they are
used titan students with a higher degree
of verbal skill. They are likely to require
,ixplicit vocabulary developmertt for
any new terms before the, terms are
used in context. This way, they aren't
faced Pith the double task of figuring
out the meaning of a word while trying
to understand a sentence in which the,
new word is used.

Prole. constructive feedback frequently to
help the student gauge progress, build con-
fidence, and amoid acquiring poor drifting
habits.

When talking to the student or the class,
make simplicity your goal:

Structure language as simply as possible..

When there is more than one way to
say something, choose the simpler
words.

Omit unnecessary language.

Introduce new words carefully (don't
expect the student to "pick them up"
from the context):

Don't "gun on" unnecessarily; be sure
one thought is understood before intro-
ducing another.

It is important to keep in mind that it is
possible to speak in clear, basic language
without being condescending 'or sounding
like you are talking to A 'child.

Teach the vocabulary needed for each les-
son. This can be done in several ways:

Write words and definitions on the
chalkboard before class, then point to
.or circle each word when it is used in

. the lesson.

Prepare vocabulary handouts and give
them out at the end of the preceding
lesson. These should be at a basic read-
ing level (third to fifth grade, depending
on the student).
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a
Characieristics Sometimes Found Suggestions for Instruction

a.

Prepare flash cards for each lesson and
give them to the student at the end of
the preceding class session (to be re- ,

turned to the instructor) so the student
can practice with the 'vocabulary at
home. Assistance from another student
during a free period can be very help-
ful in- practicing with flash cards; thii
might be especially impoilant in learn-
ing vocabulary for the learner's permit ,

examination.

Spend a few minutes at the beginning
of each lesson teaching vocabulary for
that day's lesson.

Don't let' vocabulary .become a barrier to
successful performance evaluations. Avoid
introducing unfamiliar yocabulary on tests.
Define any difficult new Words that can't be
avoided. Encourage students to ask for clari-
fication of any words they don't know. If
necessary, give verbal tdsts..

Many multisyllable words are currently used
in thg Ohi6 driver preexaminatiorc. It is
vital that the MMH student receive vocabu-
lary instruction for any of these that are un-
familiar. Pretests Will help determine how
much vocabulary development is rieeded.



Additional Classroom Stratigies

The following are a few general classroom strategies which cin be helpful not only for teach-
ing handicapped students, but for teaching nonhandicapped students as well.

1. Alternative Strategies -

In some icases, having MMH students read driver education materials while
possibly helping to develop their reading abilities does very little to develop their
understanding of the,concepts of traffic safety. Try other strategies, such as ex-
planatton, discussion, demonstration, role play, use of audiovisuals, simulation,
and other participatory techniques. Consult with the special education teachers to
learn about strategies that have been particularly effective with the individual stu-
dents.

2. Audiovisuali 4

Use audiovisual materials (films, filmstrips, slide/tape presentations, transparencies,
and others) whenever possible. A partial listing of,films isprovided in Appendix B.
Potential sources for audiovisual Materials include:

Ohio Special Education Regional Resource Centers
There are currently sixteen such centets located around Ohio. They offer
a wide variety of services, materials, and iriformation for working with
handi ppedsAidents. FOr-ii_current directory of SERRC centers, con-

. tact: iliartment of Education, Division of Special Education, 933
High Str Worthington. Ohio 43085 (614-466-2650).

American Red Cross
To locate county chapters of.the, American Red Cross, locjc in the white
pages of the telephone directory.

American Automobile Association
To locate local offices, look up'AAA Auto Club" in the white pages of
the telephone directory.

Ohio Department of Education, Educational Media Center, 65 South Front
Street, Columbus, Ohio 43215

Ohio Department of Highway Saftov, 240 Parsons Avenue, Columbus, Ohio
43205.

Ohio Department of Transportation, 25 South Front Street, Columbus, Ohio
43215.

Ohio Traffic Safety Education Center, The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education, The Ohio State University, 1960 Kenny Road,
Cotumbus, Ohio 43210 (614-486-3655).

Contact each of these sources for listings of materials currently available.
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drawfngs, chalkboard diagrams, and situation boards With magnetic or friction-
bond cars that can be moved around to depict.situationfand.maneuvers.

3. Simulators

Simulators ark. ideal for providing ample opportunity for practice. When using
simulators, stop them freAuently so, that the actioh does not occur Wits fast. Re-
inforce and review progress at frequent intervals. Reeeat portions as often as neces-

:sary. .

4. Role Play

In addition to discutsiOn and demonstration, try role Play and acting out to teach
such concepts as negotiating intersections and access ramps. Set these configura-
tions in an open space and have the students walk through them pushing chairs.
Have students act' out accelerating, braking, turning, and backing as they sit in
their seats.

5. Peer Coaching

Peer roaching can be a very succesiful strategy. *EhrOurage advanced MMH stu-
dents or nonhandicapped students to tutor beginning. MMH students on given

s.topics. ,

6. Simplified Objectives (through task analysis)

Some theorists maintain that the human brain can deal with Only one .thing at a
time at a conscious level. Nonhandicapped people can do ihis so quickly that they
appear to be learning many things simultaneously:The MMH student, however,
has more difficulty dealing with multiple concepts or with several concepts in rapid
succession. Teaching can easily be tailored to this limitation and through the
effort and orgafiization that go into such tailoring can benefit all students, whether
handicapped or not. Here are some ideas With regard to objectives:

Take the standard driver education objectives and break them down into finer
increments. Here is a simple example:

e.

"Fasten seat belt" might be broken into the following subobjectives:

Grasp left belt in left hand.
Grasp right belt in right hand.
Place right prong at left receptacle.
Push right into left until fixture snaps.

4,5

St,

.

Teach only one thing at a time. Be sure the concept is thoroughly mastered
before introducing a new concept. For example, let the student master steer-
ing while the instructor operates the accelerator and brake'. Then, when the
student has mastered steering, introduce accelerating'. When the. student has
mastered accelerating, introduce braking.

54
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Practie Equippent*

Bring steering'wheels (obtatnable from junk yards) to class. Allow students to get
ihe, feel of gripping them and turning them various degrees. If the wheels can be .
affixed to table or 'floor shafts, this is ideal (see aiagram); )lowever, unattached
wheels can be quite usefuLfor elementary turning maneuvers and for role play.'

0 .
Have students palace turn signals and other skills while pushing chairs along bid-
fic patterns marked On the floor. Some peopli have -reported using powered golf
carfs as practice vehicles.

. .
8.. Preparation for Testing

.
.. ,. , .

Teach test ?thking skills so that test- oituations are not in themselve§ barriers to Sue-
cess (see Section. ? in this .g,tride). Try wearing a uniform to simulate the test
atmosphere, or ask a patrolOerson,to participate in practice ses \ ions.

perforated ..lt" strap

1/2" plywood

2" 4 steering column

carpet padding
desk table top

ktg screw

Steering Wheel with Cohitnn
wood blocli

,

2" x 4" (edge to edge)

carpet padding

desk table too-
.,

ri

steering
column

"C clamp here

i=

Steering Wheel Only
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Develop a Viod.rapport with the examining station Personnel to help 'them Over-
comcany misunderstandings they might hove In regard to mentally handicapped :,
drivers. Vislt the examining station personally; learn the exact methcid of applica-
tion and test ,administration. Invite, officers to your dais* to discuss procedures,
answer questions, and describe thes'Ariver" exiiiiilnation from their point of .viiw.
Take students on a field trip to the examining station during nonpeak hOurs (this.. :41

-.,..
of course, should be, arranged In conjunction with.the-examinirs to avoid causing t
any disruption of norrnal routines).-

,
. .

J. -c,Al-f

.
A, .,,,4-

Find out what you ,can do in preparing your studenls for the examination to make
the role of the.examiner easier with regard to handica0Ped stOdents. , -k,..t

..
'.:1

9. Parents_ t..:
.4.1
,.....,
,,y

Get the parenis involved.' Support from, family members is ../ery important for the
handicapped driver. 'A positive .attitude- on the part of parents will reinforce the
student's attitude that he or, she can learn .to drive, and this attitude' might make
the difference between success and failure in learning to drive..Knowledge that the'
parents will let the student use ihe family car after training and licensure 'art com-
pleted can be a motivating factor. Parents can also help the student practice maneu-
vers learned in class.,. extensive practice is especially.imPortant for .the Mtviki stu-
dent. The following are ideas for-getting parents friVaved.. .,.

Send information about the program activities home with the student.

As class assignments, hove students discuss their driver education goOls, class°
progress, driving problem;, attitudes a,bout the yse of the family car,' or other

. topics with parents. Talk about the outcomes-of these diicuisions in class... In.:,
volve students in planning waytto get their parents more involved..

Have a visitors day in class. Let parents observe class activities.

Talk to individual parents on. thelelephone or in .Person. Emilatn, dais goals'
and activities and ihe progressind, problems Of the individual student:

22,

Invite parents to ride along irythe laboratoril.vehicle when the student is driving..
(CAUTION: Check the.implications forinsurance co;ierage before, this is dope.)
Explain how the parents. can reinforce classroom and labOratory learning at
home. Discuss With parents. any diffetences between the laboratoN car and
the family car (e.g what different or additional operations does the student
have to. do to operate the family car?).

S.

If the family car is appreciably different from the laboratory car, the .teacher
might arrange to have the family car available for the student to use one or
more times for in-car. instruction, in order to transfer skills.

'In light of I' 1. 94-142. parents will neceuarily be in-volved in the development of thc Individualized Education Pian and so will have
participated in the choice of driver education fro the student (see Section 2 of this guidet. This may In a starting point for subsequent in.
yolvement. . 4

, - V

...;..F+1, ,. .1- -
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Scheduling Approaches ,
There are several ways of scheduling the MAN student into driver education classes. The
following are some approaches which can be considered:.

1. The MMH student is scheduled into the regular driver education classes with a
special education teacher available ai a resource person.

*4

A special educatiop class is taught driver education by a regular driver education
teacher.

3. A special education class is taught driver education by a special education teacher
who,is also certified in driver education.

4. A specieeducation version of driver education is taught by thespecial education
teacher before the regular driver education program.

5. A special education version of driver education is taught by the special education
teAher after the regular driver educationprogram.")

.

Each of these appi§aches has advantages and disadvantages which need to be weighed
carifully when `plan,ning a program. Some orthe advantages and disadvantages of each
are presented on the chart which follows.

The needs Of individual students, as well 'as limitations of the school, availability of special
education and driver education staff, scheduling festraints of the respective staff members,

' and dther factors should be taken into account when selecting a scheduling approach. These
approaches slo not take into consideration the scheduling of laboratory experience which,
ideally, should correlate with 4nd support the academic portions of the course and should
occur concurrently with the academic portions. Laboratory experiehce is discussed to some
extent underA Model for Schedujing."

0 00

t.

i

A

"Purer at-anon Prograsimiing. Michigan Department of Education. pp 34-35_
.
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c

APproach
f

'Advantages Disadvantages

1. MMH student is sched-
uled into regular classes;-
special education teach-
er is available as a re-
source person.

114

2. Regular driver educa-'
tion teacher teaches
entire special education
class. I.

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

a.

MMH student could .be a.
motivated and helped
by other students.

Other students might
profit from the strat-
egies and activities
planned for MMH stu-
dent.

MMH student might
identify more closely in
his or her achievements
with the nonhandi-
capped students.

Help of both teachers
is available to the stu-
dent.

Special education teach-
er has access to course
of study, textbooks,
tests, and audiovisual
equipment.

Materials and concepts
can be used as focus
of study in other subject
areas in the classes
(e.g., swing math to
figure- Mileage, discuss-
ing driving laws in s6cial
studies, reading maps
in geography)..

The class is small, al-
lowing for more indivi-
dual attention and in-
dividualized pace.

Materials and discussion
can be geared to. the
students' level from the
beginning .

58 6.13

In some districts, the
handicapped student is
now identified in the
driver education class.
No special consideration
is given by either ,teach-
er.

b. Additional driving 'ex-
periehces often are not
available because of
time limitatio'ns.

c. Competition in class-
room mast intensify
feelings of inadequacy
in MMH students and
cause subsequent with-
drawal.

Evaluation may be diffi-
cult for the drivdr edu-
cation teacher not ac-
customed to working
with MMA students.

é. Opportunities for indi-
vidual attention from
the teacher are limited.

111

a. Many driving instructors
_are not adequately trained
in techniques of teach-
ing mentaDy handkapped
individuals.

b. Students lose, or do not
develop, identity with
pder group in school.

:
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Approach Advantages Disadvantages

3. Special education class
is taught by teacher
certified in driver educa-
tion.

C.

e.

f.

g.

a:

Lack of competition
with nonhandicapped
students produces more
Comfortable learning sit-
uation; this can lead to
more self-expression.

More field tripi are pos-
,sible because the class
is small.

More driving time per
student is available be-
cause class is small.

More individual atten-
tion is available because
class is small.

Spedal education teach-
er is available for as-
Sistance.

Regullr assignment for
special education tekh-
er eliminates financial
loss for school that
would occur if driver
education 'teacher taught
a small size.class,

b.. Classroom methods can
be tailored for students.

C.

d.

e.

Teacher has better
knowledge of individual
student's abilities and
needs.

Problems of coordina-
tion are reduced be-
cause .cine person has
the responsibility.

Materials are,integrated
into other studies.

59
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c. Possible stimulus of
regular classroom parti-
cipation is not available.

a. Special "education teach-
er must be certified by
the state to teach driver
education.

b. Additional responsibility
is put on teacher; some
may not wish to, or be
able to take on extra
duties.

c. Shortage of special ed-
ucation teachers might
make it difficult to plan
a consistent progiam.
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. Approach Advantages Disadvantages

4: Special educatibn ver-
sion of driver educa-
tion is taught before the
regular driver educa-
tion program. .;

f.

h.

a.

b.

C.

e.

f..

School district has one
more cirtified teacher
to carry the workload-
in driver education:,

Ciasses can be flexible
in scheduling to fit with
regularly schedyled driv-
er education.

Closer, coordination- with
parents is possible.

.

Students are kepated
for the driver edUeation
course and so get more
out of it.

Because of prior prep-
aration, students can
perform with greater
success and build con-
fidence.

MMH students could be
motivated and helped
by the other students.

Because of prior prep-
aration, necessity for
special instruction is
reduced.

Special education4teach-
er could be available to
give special help to the
student.

Driver education ma-
terials and concepts
can be used as focus of
study in other subject
areas in the special
education class.

.t

a. Competition in class-
room mioht still cause
feelings, of inadequaq
In MMI-I 'student, de-
spite-ptior preparatiok

b. Evaluaiion might be
difficult for the driver
educafion teacher not
accustomed to working
with IiIMH students.

c. OppOrtunities for indi-
vidual attention from
the !driver education
teadier are limited.

-

d. In lome districts, the
student is not identified
in the ,driver education

r
clap. No special con-
sidération is given.
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Approach Advantages Disadvantages

5. A special education ver-
sion of driver education
is taught after, the regu-
lar driver education
program.

4),

.a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Learning' iom the regu-
lar class is reinforced
by the special educe-

. tion teacher.

intensive *preparation
for testing can take
place in the . special
education class.

Arrangements for de-
layed evaluation (after
the special education
component) can be
made.

Additional practice with
materials and concepts -

can be given as needed.

Misconceptions and fears
of the student can be
allayed in a nonthreat.'
ening atmosphere more
conducive to self-ex-
pression.

If used in combination
'with a special education
class prior to regular
driVer education, the
benefits multiply. The
tudent is prepared for

driver education instruc-
tion arid has this learn-
ing reinforced afterward.

66
61

a. If concepts or habits-.
are learned pooyly 'or
incorrectly during driver
educalion classt It might

.be very difficult to cor-
rect Mem afterward.

Vie Special education
teacher might be In the
positian of reteaChing
much of the driver ed-
ucation course if -.Suffi-

.

dent learning: did not
take place.

c. If the student, from
lack of 'preparation, does
not learn enough from
the driver education
course to succeed in
evaluation, feelings of
failure and inadequacy
might result. These in

quill might impede prog-
ress in the, special edu-
cations class afterward.

4



A Model for Schedoling

One successful project using a combination of scheduling approaches Was implemented in
a program of the Montgomery County Sehools.11 This implementation, summarieed below,
utilized`four "tracks" or instructional phases.

Project: STUDENTS Phase II Model'for Driver Education for the Handicapped

Track
J

Intended for Taught by .

,
Description

/1

.

:

r---2-",

.

.

MMH students
who can be ex-
pectea to suc-
ceed in tacit-
tional driver
education class-
room (10% to
15% of MMH
population)

MMH students
who cannot be
expected to suc-
ceed 'on their
own ih a regular
D.E. class (80%
to 85% of MMH
population)

.

L

.

Drive education
teacher

.

.

\

..

Special education
teacher presents .
most of ace-
demic iiortion of
of driver educe-
tion; driver edu-
cation teaCher
acts in supporting
role as required.

to

,

Classroom and laboratory in-
struction occur in a traditional
setting. Special education
teacher acts in . a supportive
role, providing additional in-
strtiction and reinforcement as
necessary.

.

, ,

Classroom instruction occurs in
special education setting. Be-
cause of teac' her's knowledge of
methods and techniques for
teaching MMH students, thiS
approach can be very effective,
providing that the teacher
understands the objectives and
content of driver education.

(NOTE: State Board of Edu-
cation, standards require that
36 hours of classroom driver
education be taught 6y a certi-
fied drive; education teacher.
Therefore, it wouli be neces-
sary either for the speCial edu -
cation teacher to be certified
in driver education or for a
drive; education teacher to
provide 36 hours of the total
number of hours of classroom
instruction.)

. 4

continued

"Protect STUDENTS Phase William T BolInger. Montgomery County Schools ("Students" has an additional meanint In this pro)ect:
Safety Training Using Driver Education Non-Traditional Systems )
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rojectv STUDENTS Pha e.11 Model for Driver Education for the Handicappe4 .
Track Int- nded for Taught by Description

3

4

MMH't ts
who have he -

able to obrain a
temporaiy
learner's permit

MMH students
who need extra
practice in
laboratory

Driver education
tea"cher 14

'
.

\
Driv education
teacher or
special education
teacher .

.
.

.

,

of

Behind-the-wheel iristruction is
provided for Track 2 students
(see page 62). This 'Should
occur concurrently with Track
2.. a

,
...

Additional behind-the-wheel
instruction is given as required..
This additional piactice can oc-
dur either concurrently with or
'after Track 3. This track can '

be the most difficult to manage
in terms of staff and time.

'

.
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Simulators

may be equipped with special equipment for special students. r%
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- Introduction

Among handicapped students who might receive 'driver education in the regular driver,
education classroom are the visually impaired and hearing impaired. According to'figures,
projected by the Bureau of Education for the Handicappeik the incidence of hearing and
visual impairment aming children ages 6 to 18 is' as follows: hiaring impaired .575%" and
visually impaired .10%.

Within these two groups there is the full range in degree of inipairment. The hearing im-
paired include those with partial hearing loss (the "hard of hearing"), many of whom are
assisted by hearing aids, as well as the profoundly deaf. Likewise, the visually impaired in-
clude the partially sighted as well as the blind (those whose sight is severely or totally im-
paired). Because, within both groups, individuals who have only slight impairment often
function essentially as nonhandicapped learners, this discussion focuses primarily on the,
moderately and severely impaired.

fitimt. In( Ind.,. doif and !-)(1'1. hard t.f hvarithi
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Visually Impaired'

The definition of blindness (for determination of eligibility for services to the blincl) is gen-
erally 20/200 in the better eye with correction.'3 In simple terms, this mer1ifhe person
can see at 20 feet what a person, with normal sight can see at 200 feet. PartlaT sight generally
tails in therange of 20/70 to 20/200.

To pass.the pre-examination for a driver's license in Ohio, in most instances the applicant
should have at least 20/70 or better vision using.one or both eyes', with or without correc-
tion. Depending on the actual vision, certain restrictionS may be included. The standards in
this area are very complex and may vary dep Ng on the indivictual case. When there are
students in the class with unusual vision iMpairments, Contact the hearest driver examination
station for clarification.

In some instances there may be students who could not become licensed drivers. Neverthe-
less, many aspects'of driver education will be useful to all visually impaired students, both
partially 'sighted and .bliud (generallY less than 20/70)." For exdrnple, instruction in pedes-
trian and, passenger safety is important for the personal safety of visually impaired persons
who will be riding in other people's cars, using public transportation, or walking in the vicin-
ity of roadways. Other topics, too, might be useful and interesting to visually impaired stu-
dents for example, traffic laws, automobile systems and maintenance, emergency situa-
tions, and effects of alcohol and other drugs on drivers. Passengers or pedestrians who are
informed about the vehicle in which they are riding, about the highway system in which
they are moving, and about the performance of the driver with whom they are riding are
likely to be safer and more at iase than -if they were uninformed. Therefore, visually, im-
paired students shoult1 be included in the classroom phase of driver education whenever
possible.

"The diameter of the visual field is also considered, and must subtend an angle of at least 20 degrees. Fur example, a person with tunnel
vision even if visual acuity within the restricted range. is better than 20/200 would be considered legally blind

"Students with impaired vision who can be licensed to drive, would function in the classroom essentially as nonhandicapped students
Therefore, this group is not the subiect of the information which follows Rather. -visually impaired" refers here to those with less than
20/70 vision
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Areas of Need Suggestions for Meeting Those Needs

1. Alternatives to Regular Reading Mate-
rials

*fly visually impaired students .

have' difficulty using driver education
mater,ials produced in standard print.,"
For some of these students, using *ver-
sions of the materials produced in al-
ternative forms might be the best solu-
tion.

2. Low Vision Aids

Some partially slighted students are
able to read regular materials by using
magnifiers and other low vision aids.
Some can read printed materials by
holding them "very close to their eyes.

3: Note.Taking

Some students use a braille typewriter
or a special slate and stylus to take
notes during dais. Many students tape
record each class session for later re-
view and study.

Inform.the students as early as possible of
textt and other readings for the course so
that the studeni can.inquire into the avail-
ability of braille or large print versions of the
materials or "talking book" records and

-tapes.

If the same materials are regularly used in
the classroom and there is a listening center
at the school, have the materials taped and.
put on file at the listening center for the stu-
dents' convenience.

When handouts are used, be sure-the print
is clear and dark.

There is some disagreement as to whether
it is very helpful to the student to have
materials produced in large.print. For some
students it undoubtedly is helpful. In some
cases, however, the size o' the print and
the reduced amouni of material on a page
slows down the reading pace unnecessarily.
if the school has the capacity for enlarging
print in reproduction, ask the student
whether regular or large size print would be
preferable.

Whenever handouts, chalkboard notations,
visual aids, demonstrations, or other sight-
dependent techniques are used, give verbal
explanations or descriptions along with
them.

At all times, be careful to enunciate and
speak loudly enough, remembering that the
visually impaired student does not have the
advantage of lipreading, upon which most
people depend to some degme.
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reas of Need Suggestions for Meeting Those Neects

4. Readers

Some visually impaired students em-
ploy leaders who read required mate-
rials into a tape recorder. The student
then listens to the tecording when pre-
paring assignmenti or reviewing mate-

- nal for tests.

4

5. Location in Class

For most visually impaired students,
the best location will be close to the in-
structor and the chalkboard or other
visuals. In such a location the student
with partial sight will be able to see
better what is going on and the student
who is tape recording will be able to
get a clear recording with a minimum
of distracting background noise.

6. Evaluation

Some students will have difficulty taking
a standard written tel.

1,14414,

Make all reading ass1gnm4* and:materials
available to the student as early as possible.
To keep abreast of the rest of the students,
the student will need time to get the mate-
rials, transmit them to the readee, .have
them taped, get them back; and listen to
them befote the class for which they are
assigned. Share lesson plans With the stu-
dent at least a week in advance, .if possible.

If a student does not have a reader but
could profit from such a service, consider
having sighted students who are dbod read-
ers perform this service on a volunteer basis.
If none is available in the driver education
class, a service-oriented club at the school
might wish to accept this- service as a club
project.

Encourage visually impaired students to
seat themselves in the most advantageous
location for their needs.

Encourage students to change their location
in the classroom whenever the locus of in-
struction changes.

Avoid chan4ingthe locus =necessarily. For
example, wandering across the room while
lecturing could be avoided:so that the stu-
dent doesn't continually have to readjust
tape recorder volume.

Tests can be handled in several ways, .cle-
pending on the type of test and the degree
of sight loss:

70
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Areas of Need Suggestions for Meeting Those Needs

Give oral quizzes to the entire class, in
which the students respond tri the
questions by writing a brief answer or
the letter of a multiple choice answers
Choices should be spoken as part of.
the question.

Dictate :the questions to, the vistially
impaired student in an individual ses-
sion: If the testis the objective type, the
student with severe sight, loss might
type the answers. If it Is an esiay test,
the student might record the questions
(by tape recording, typing, or braille
writer), tecord the answers at home (by*

,typing or tape. recording), and turn
them in later. Of,. the student might
simply answer the questions orally at
the time the' test is given. .

. Arrange' for a reader to, read tbe teit
questions to the student and record the
student's answers. 2

Volunteer braille tranicribers are some-
times available from service agencies
for the blind. These are people who
come to th6 schoql and transcribe the
test into braille befire it is administered
so the student can take the test along
with the rest of the class. If this service
is used, find out from the agency how
far in advance of the test the service
must be requested.

If the student has enough sight to read
large print and to write, it might be
helpful to provide dark lead pencils or
pens and wide-lined paper before the
test.. Discuss this with the student before
doing it, or request that the student
bring any such needed materials at the
time of the test.

.
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Hearing Impored

t
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Unlike visually itiOired individuals, severely, hearing impaired individuals do drive. In fact,
as a group, theiObve been found to,have .a better drMng ilcord than theit hearing counter-
parts. Good safedriying records of deaf.drivers have been attributed to several reasons:

to

1., Over 07% of drivini Aecisions are based on vision, not hearing.

2. Deaf drivers aie free from the hypnotic effects of noises (like a humming,motor).

3. Deaf drivers are free from noise distractions and.can concentrate oon the driving
task.

4. Use of alcohol and other drugs is minimal among the deaf.

5. Having a handicap causes the deaf driver to remain alert while driving, to com-
pensate for the impairment.

6: There is an esprit de corps among the deaf to keep their driving records clean
(and thereby retain their driving rights as a grou0).15

'Often, the only special requirement applied by licensing authorities, is the installation of a
full-range or convex rear view mirror and outside mirrors to help compehsate for the inability
to hear warning sounds (sirens, horns, screeching tiies).

The primary.problem in providing driveK, education to the deaf is that of communication.
Once a system of communication bettdein the instructor and the student is established
whether through manual communication (sign language), lipreading, use of interpreters,
or other means teathing a deaf student is esientially similar to teaching a hearing student.
It should be noted, however, that depending upon the time of the onset of deafness
(before or after the development of other skills took place), the student's educational ex-
perience, and the student's degree of dependence on manual communication the hearing
impaired student may have special instruttional needs. For example, diffiCult reading mate-
rials might pose a problem'. Idiomatic or abstract language might also be problematic. The
more concrete and straigh(fOward the instructor's presentation, the easier it will be for the
student or interpreter to interpret the instruction.

The following are some instructional needs of hearing impaired students and suggestions for
meeting these needs in the classroom and laboratory. phases of t e regular driver education

*class.

rhese views are presented hv Judge Sherman hoesaver ni -The Driving Records of Deaf Drivers,- as cited to Driver Eclat-alum for the
fandicapped A Resource Curriculum m Driver Edvfation reacher Preparuboo. Aaron and Kraemer, pp 40.41.
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In the Classroom Phase
C.

Areas of Iled Suggestions for Meeting Those Needs

1. Position of the Instructor and Interpreter

For the student who lipreads and the
student who has an interpreter, the
proper obsitioning of the instructor and
the .interpreter is extremely important
to the student's ability to comprehend
the lesson.

2. Instructor's Pace and Style

When an interpreter fr,is used, the in-
structor's pace and' stgle will affect.the
ease or difficulty with which the inter-
preter performs Iiis or her role.

When no interpreter is used, the pace
and style can be an important factor in
the student's ability to comprehend the
lesson.

Face the student when speaking, whether
or not an interpreter is present. Even when
an interpreter is used, the student may
combine reading sign language, reading lips,
and watching the instructor's gestures. Ob-
viously, for lips to be read, they must be
seen.

Position the interpreter correctly. The best
placement is near to the side and slightly
behind the instructor. (Most interpreters
will position themselves automatically.)
This makes it possible for .the student to,
watch the interpreter and the instructor,
who may be gesturing or using visual aids,
without shifting focal area.

Don't try to speak unnaturally slowly to
make it easier for an interpreter to interpret
your words; in most cases, the interpreter
can sign as quickly as a person normally
speaks. Trying to pace yourself to the inter-
preter will force the interpreter to slow down,
probably in an uneven rhythm. This makes
signing difficult to do and difficult to read.
The important thing is to speak clearly and
not to ramble.

Occasionally, an interpreter might ask that
a phrase be repeated, a technical term ur
proper name be spelled, or. the rate of
speech be slowed. Only then should you
try to alter the normal presentation. Or, it
might be helpful to meet with the interpreter
after the first session and discuss any changes
in pace or style ,that would make the inter-
preter's job easier.



Areas of Nee d 1

3. Choice of Words
I.

Elaborate and unnecessary language
make more work for the .lipreader or
interpreter: Use of unnecessary com-
ments, asides, jargon, and other su-
perfluous language complicates the task
of the interpreter and the deaf student.

4. Class Atmosphere

Studen need to know that the instruc-
tor is ested in their full under-
standing of driver education and that
full participation is welcomed in the
class regardless of communicative im-
pairment.
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SuggestiOns for Meeting Those Needs

Be sure you have the student's attention
when You speak. If the student ipabsorbed
in note taking or some other activity, this /
might require a sinall wave or nudge frotn
a nearby classmate:

Speak clearly -but do .not exaggerate your
enundafion; a person who lipreaditis used
to reading normal speech, not exaggerated
contortions of the mouth.

Repetition is essential. Repeat important
points in different ways. Thip will be helpful
to hearing students as well.

'Avoid unnecessary language. Be as, direct
as possible. Finish your 'sentences. When
there is more than one way to say some-
thing, choose the simpler way. (Compare,
for example, these pajrs of phrases: with
respect to/about; in the event th4t/if; and
despite the.fact that/although.) In each case
the shorter phaie serves just as well.

Avoid superfluous commentary, jargon, and
other language that serves no real purpose.
This does not mean that there is no place
in the classroom for humor or color; it
simply means that it is important to be
economical in using language.

Encourage question and answer periods in
class. Invite students to ask questions about
lesson, content, to request clarification of
what has been said, to ask that you explain
the 'meaning of a term you have used, and
so on. Often, such clarifications will be help-
ful to everyone in the class.

If the deaf student is-not comfortable asking
questions in class, invite the student per-
sonally to ask questions after class in indi-
vidual question and answer sessions.



Areas of Need .Suggeitions fbr Meeting Those Needs

5. Visual Aids

The student who cannot depend on"'
hearing as a main source of information
must rely primarily on sight in the class-
room. The instructor should find ways
to enhance the visual aspects of each

, lesson, so .that the students receive as
much visual stimulation as possible.

Use viiiied aids whenever possible and ap-
propriate.. Prepared visuals, charts or 4
sketches cm lie chalkboard, demonstrations,
and even in ormative gestures are helpful
to the deaf skudeht (and to other students).

It 'should b remembered, however, that
slides, tran arencies, or overheads that re-
quire' verb 1 commentary in a darkened
room will e less successful. The student )
either will iot be able to see the instructor
or inteiw er in the darkened room or will
not be ab) both to examine the visual and
to "hear!' he commentary at the same iime.
'If pc,ssible, print any necessary commentary
right on ;the' visual or provide a printed
sciipt (before the visuols If possible). If these
techniques make the pace too slow; it may
be preferable to try other strategies alto-
gether.

Use captioned films. These are standard,
narrated films to which printed captions
have been added, Many 'are available
througlil:

\./Ciaptioned Films for the Deaf
Bureau of Education for the Handi-;

capped
U.S. Office of Education
.Washingtori, DC 20202

Captibned simulator-films are available from
some manufacturers of simulators%

When using captioned films, some instruc-
tors find it helpful to use such techniques
as the followinig:

Show the film at slow.speed.

Show the film twice firSt with the
sound on and nb interruptions, then
standing by the screen and interrupting
for explanation and discussion.
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Ateas of Need Suggestions for.,Meeting Those Needs

S.

Keep lights on in the classroom.

Supplement the film with chalkboard
explanations.

Commercial movies, filmstrips, and slides
sometimes can be used effectively with deaf
students. Information about such products
is available from;

The Alexander Graham Bell Associa-
tion for the Deaf, Inc.

3417 Volta Place, N.W.
Washington, DC 20007 ,

When showing films far which captioned
versions are not .available,provide printed
scripts (before the projection) or, an inter-
preter is present, have enough li ht in, the
room so that the student can see fte inter-
preter.

Use sign languan videotapes with indivi-
dual students (during free .per.iods, after
school, or through a listening center). A list

, of pertinent videotapes is provided in Ap-
pendix B.

If you have statistics, facts, lists; or other
materials the students are expected to re-
cord, accompany the verbal presentation
with -a printed handout. If you expect the
students to read the handout iinmediately,
allow time for this before coptinuing verbally.
Remember, it is difficult for the deaf student
tV read and listen af the same time.

As with many of these techniques, providing
handouts may be helpful to the hearing stu-
dents as well, enabling thern to really listen
to your explanations rather than concen-
trating on notetaking.

Have students copy information from the
chalkboard. This helps them to internalize
it while they write.
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Areas of Need Suggestions for Meeting Those Needs

6, Vocabulary

While hearing students learn much of
their voiabulariby hearing words used,
in context, deaf students are limited in
the, amount Of conversation they cas-
ually" pick up. Thus, by the time they
reach, high school, Most hearin9 stu-
dents have larger' vocabularies than
deaf itudents. Therefore, it will be
helpful to teach the vocabulary needed
for each lesson.

ar.

a

,s.

Teaching the vocabulary for a lesson can
be done in several ways:

Wnte '.kiords and definitions on the
chalkboard before class, then point io
or cirle each word. when it is 'lied in
the l4.sson.

Prepare voGabulary handouts and give
them out at the end Lc:4 the preceding
lesson.

Prepare flash cards for. each lesson and
give them to the deaf itudents at the
end of the preceding class session (to
be returned to the instructor) so the
student can practice with the vocabulary
at home.

Spend a few minutes at the beginning
of each lesson teaching vocabulary for
that day's. lesson.

Teaching vocabulary is 'particularly im-
portant in preparing the student for' taking
the written portion of the driver examina-
tion. This is discussed further in number 8.

Don't let vbcabulary become a barlier io
sticcessful ;performance on evaluations.
Avoid introducing unfamiliar vocabulary on
tests. Define any difficult new words you
can't avoid using. Encourage students to
ask for clarification of any words they don't
know.
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Areas of Need Suggestions for Meeting Those Needs'

7. Choice of Teaching Strategies.

Deaf students learn best through ex-
perience with real situations, objects,
and pictures. Variety in teaching strat-
egies can also enhance) learning and
interest. level.

8. Preparation for the Driver Examination

Many students will need specific prep-
bration in hOw to take the driver ex-
amination so that the test situation itself
is not a barrier to success..

7'i'
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The following are a few examples of alter-
. native teaching strategies that can be effec- ,

tive:

Use active, participatory' classrdom
strategies whenever possible.

Use real objects, demonstrations, and
pictures to enhance.explanations.

Try to organize content so that each
activity' or topic calls upon both Con-
ceptual skills and.pskhornotor skills.

Use role play to teach Maneuvers and
concepts. For example, set up traffic
configutations In an open space and
'have students walk through them using
chairs.t.

Section 7 of this guide provides a descrip-
tion of procedures followed for the Ohio
driver examlvtion: Additional information
can be obtained from the local examining
station regarding scheduling and local ap;.
proaches to the examin'atiori process.

Based on' all information available, infdrm
the, students what to expect and teach theM
to take this type ofkexamination.

Give sample tests administered exacily as
the driver examination will be- adMinistered.
,Have .students practice taking such 4tests
until they are comfortable with the pro-'
cedures.

....m=1
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Areas of Need Suggestions for, Meeting Those Needs
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9 Parent Involvement ,
Support from famiiy members is es-
sential for the handicapped student.
Involve the parents whenever possible.

Teaching vocabulary will probably be- neces-
sary before the'pre-examination. To the left
is a box of multisyllable words currently
used in the pre-examination. While a deaf
student might very well know some of these
words, the assumption should not be made
that, because a worclis common to a hear-
ing student, it is common to a deaf student.
Pretests will help determine .how much vo,
cabitlary development is required.

The following arc suogestions for building
. vocabulary:

Start building vocabulary early i the
course.

Build vocabulary gradually by using
increasingly ditficu;t words on tests.

Retest in different ways.

Re-administer the last several tests a
few days before the pre-examination.

'Remove pressure (such as time limits)
from test situations s,o that anxiety
doesn't detract from their learning

value.

( bv 1h4' ()rat t. A (ireent Vt1cati.1nal Cvolt. C'Vt; Scholds. Day1,1it. ()bil,
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In the Laboratory Phase

Areas of Need
1 Suggestions for Meeting Those Needs

1. Use of Simulators

Use of simulators can provide valuable
learning and practice for the deaf stu-
dent. Use of this medium with deaf
students might require a somewhat
different approach by the instructor
than when using it with hearing stu-
dents.

.4*

Use of the, automatic incorrect response
code might not be possible with deaf stu-
dents. A program in.Massachusetts offered
this descriptiOn of its experience in this
area:

Students trained on simulators were
divided into two groups, deaf and
other than deaf. The deaf gtudents
could not be trained with the automatic
incorrect response code because of
their inability to hear the narrator's
directions and, thus, respond within the
tinie allowed. This meant that a Stu-
dent Film Analysis Chart could not be
used for each film on the simulator.
Deaf students were evaluated oh their
demonstrated performance such as
steering, braking, speed control, ac-
celeration,'signaling, and use of mirrois
(both outside and inside)."

Focus on use of simulator films for giving
the student practice in the kinds of *fills
listed above. To provide feedback on per-
formance, . either stop the film to get the
student's attention and then make the com-
ments (this works best in an individual situ-
ation) or save commentary for the end of
the film.

If narrated siMulator films are used to teach
new driving concepts, an interpreter (stand-
ing close tc 4he screen) might be used. (This,
hgeWever ,. can be digtracting to both deaf
and hearing students who are trying to con-
centrate on the depicted road situation.) If
this approach is uied, the student's re-'
sponses to the narrator's instructions relayed
by the interpri should not be timed.

"Instructor's Manual for Driver Education of the Physicahy & Multiplci Handicapped Person. Eastee Seal Society for Crippled Childrerv&
Adults of Massachusetts. Inc., p. 29.
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Areas of Need Suggestions for Meeting Those Needs

2. Means of In-car Instruction

The most important consideration in
the behind-the-wheel phase of driver
education will be finding a suitable (and
quick) means, of communication with
the student. Presence-of an interpreter
in the instructional car would.be diffi-
cult and is not permitted during the
driver examination.

81

Giving the deaf student a script of the film
narration to study before the film can also
be helpful. "Ivy

As much as possible, use captioned films
for simulators. These are available from
some manufacturers of simulators.

The following are ideas for communicaktio
during in-car instruction:

Hand signs seem to be the best' method
of giving directions to the profoundly
deaf student. The signs must be quick
and understood by both the instructor
and the student before the lesson be-
gins.

Mechanical devices, while less desirable,
can work for frequently used' instruc-
tions such as turns, go, stop, and cau-
tion. One, such device is pictured on
he following mtge. The device can be

used only to give a few specific direc-
tions; any clarification needed by the
student will require some other form of
communication by the instructor.



S

i

Left (, .

Right
Turn Stop Caution Go Turn

+ + 4' ..____if if

This device is
placed on the
dashboard in

00 front of the
driver.

Mech'anical Device fOr In-car Instruction

Control Switch

Battery
(or plug into
cigarette
lighter)

t t t t
Toggle \ Stop Caution Go
Switch Pushbuttons
for Turn

This device is
placed within
reach of the
instructor:

Signals 4

S
(push left
or right)

4.

S.
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Areas of Need Suggrtstioni for Meeting Those Needs

Printed materials are ahother option.
A few suggestions are given belQw.

_Flash cards would De the least accept-
able method of using printed materials
because of the time.involved in finding,
showing, and reading cards.

Charts and maps of the route to be
driven could be studied in advance
and pointed to during instruction. .

A list of instructions printed on a single
page could be used with a cut-out
screen (see illustration). Using this
techniqbe, one instruction at a time
shows through the cut-out.

A note pad on which to write down
particular problems is best used while

) stopped or parked.

There are also commercially printed
materials which can be 'purchased for\
illustrating different driving situations.

Immediate discussion is a very useful
.technique. When a problem occurs,
the instructor Signals "right," the stu-
dent pulls to the curb and slops, and
the problem is discusset.i.

Physical action may often be the clear-
est way of communicathig with the stu-
dent especially the beginner. The
instructor simply takes the wheel to
make lane position adjustments, to
avoid hitting a curb, or to demonstrate
other needed changes. The student
should know to expect this kind of
intervention from time to time.

83
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Areas of Need Suggestions for Meeting Those Needs

Use of Sign Language

./

If you. deCide to use hand signs in in-car
instruction, there are a few essential manual
communication (signianguage and manual
alphabet) signs that should be learned:

park(P) slow
reverse (R) yes
neutral (N) . nO
drive (D):* good

-lowL) light )
start move to left lane
lookf move to right lane
stop number signs
go (for speed limits,
left turn number of lanes to
right turn move, and. number
stay of streets before
fast turning)"
pass

These basic signs are illustrated and described
on the following pages.

Demonstrate each sign and its meaning and
practice the signs with the student before
beginning in-car instruction so there is a
clear understanding of what is meant by
each.

Expect use of signs to be somewhat frustra-
ting, especially at first. When a situation
becomes tense, your instinct will be to react
verbally and your recall of signs may sud-
denly disappear. As with any "foreign lan-
guage," use of sign language becomes easy
and natural only with practice.

"List suggestzd. In Driver Education Special Education. Unit! Deal. Miami University, Dr. Bob Shrader. p. 2, (modified for use in this
gulde).

'4



Manyal Alphabet Used-by the Deaf in North America"

Letters in the manual alphabet are always madesitg the palm facing the listener. Each letter
shoOd be made distinctly and separately,

Although you might need to. use only "P," "R," "N," 1:)," and "L," the entire alphabet is
shown here because references to these positions are given in the directions for some of the
signs which follow.

"Illustations are taken from Tar to the Deaf. Lottie L. Riekehof.
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Signs for Gear.Selection

Other. Signe°

Begin, start

fa

Park

Reverse

0.)

Neutral

Drive

Low

Other letters can be arranged between you
and the student to stand for spitcific
Hons. For eXample, a "W" moved left and
right in an arC might be designated to- mean
windshield wiper during in-car instruction.

Using the tip of the tight index finger, make
a half-turn between the index and middle
fingers of the left open hand (indicating a
screw or a key being turned).

illustrations for all following signs (except "stay." left turn." "right turn... "move to left lane." and -move to right lane") are from A Basic
Course in Manual Communication, Terrence J. O'Rourke, National Association for the Deaf. Portions of the descriptions are froni Talk
to the Deah
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Go

"""" ,

V,
. ,

Left turn

Right turn

a

87

Place "V" near the eyes, pointing outward
from face; move "V" forward (indicating
eyes looking out).

Bring the little finger side of the right open
hand down sharply to a position across
the left open palm (indicating a barrier).

Rotate index fingers around each othei as
they move forward (palms toward self).

Point "L" hand toward the left (Index finger
and thumb extended; other fingers closed
against palm). See manual alphabet "L."

Point "R" hand toward the right (second
finger slightly crossing index finger; thumb
holding other two fingets toward palm).
See manual alphabet "R."

9,2



Stay

Fast, quick

. Pass

4,

;Place the thurnb of the bright "A" on the
! thumbnail of the left "A" and push down-
ward slightly.

*

4 Snap the right thumb out of the curved

s

index, finger as if shooting a marble. Move
wrist downward during the motion;

Move the, right "A" forward past the left

Slow Stroke down the back of the left hand
slowly with the right hand.

Yes

-31*

Hold the "S" hand before you, palm facing
out, and bend the wrist forivard. Repeat
motion for emphaWs.

88 )
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No

Good

/
Move to left lane

Move to right lane

:22

Maks an abbriated "N" and "0" bybiing-.
ing the. index, midOe finger, and thumb
together in one motion.

I.

Touch the lips with the fingers of the right..
hand and then move the right hand for-
ward, placing it (palm up) in the palm of
the left hand.

Point both hands outward, fingers touching
thumbs arid index fingers together; open
fingers as hands move upward and to the
side (ending in "5" position), palms facing
forward.

Place hands next to 4ch other, palms down
and parallel. Move ri4ht hand over on top
of left hand.

Place hands next to each dther, palms Clown
and parallel. Move left hanl over on top of
right ban&
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Numbers

'These illustrations- indicate.how the signs look to the listener (not the signer). Combyiation
nurnbers are formed as illustrated for 21 through 23. For example, 55 would be formed by
signing the "5" of "50" (open palm forward, five fingers eXtended) then moving that "5"
slightly to the. left to indicate another "5" being made.
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